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SHAKER design

Bathrooms

AS THEY WERE

A Federal Twin House
The flow of modern life and the lines of the city are reflected in polished new editions of Mission Oak and Cherry for the twenty-first century. Every piece an architectural gem for your home. To learn more, call (315) 682-5500 or send $10 for a full-color catalog.
Make your home a place of lasting beauty.

The beauty of the sun is undeniable and so are its damaging effects. Priceless rugs can fade, and expensive upholstery can be robbed of its beauty. VISTA Window Film, professionally applied, helps protect your investments by filtering out 99% of the sun's damaging ultra-violet rays. VISTA has insulating know-how as well, providing a comfort zone where heat is contained in the winter and repelled in the summer.

The choice of professional interior designers, VISTA casts its neutral hues throughout your home, deflecting harsh glare and creating the perfect ambiance when decorating or remodeling your home.

The next time you decorate, make sure it's because you want to, and not because you have to. Make sure you choose VISTA Window Film. And make your home a place of lasting beauty.

Available through decorators, designers and architects.

For further information and a free brochure from the manufacturer, call 1-800-343-6088 or visit our web site at http://www.vista-films.com

Vista® is a registered trademark of Courtaulds Performance Films, Inc., Martinsville, VA • © 1996 Courtaulds Performance Films

The nature of certain delicate fabrics and dyes will lead to premature fading regardless of the application of any window film or protective treatment.

Circle no. 709
Can a door hinge be beautiful?
For over 80 years, we at Crown City Hardware have thought of all of our hardware as beautiful. Everything from hand-hammered craftsman pieces to finely detailed door knobs in virtually every architectural style.

To obtain our new 400 plus page catalog, please send $6.50 (refundable with purchase, add $3.00 for rush delivery) to: Crown City Hardware • 1047 N. Allen Ave Dept. 02FA8 • Pasadena • CA • 91104

"Get lost in the Details"
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Behind the Sofa

YOU DON'T BUY GOOD FURNITURE when you don't know what the room is going to look like. Now, however, the big renovation is—well, not quite done, but we are back, living in our house, and occasionally we would like to sit down. The futons are gone, given away or trashed when we moved out last year. It is time to buy a sofa (or two or three—it's a big house). I think I have no idea how to do this. Leather or upholstery? $1,400 or $5,200? full-size, personal size, love seat? tight back, semi-attached, pillow back? what fabric? what skirt type? feet? slipcovers? These, I will find, are the easy questions.

Many catalogs and shopping trips later, I finally buy a wicker settle for the front porch. This seems safe. Carl and I agree on a very old-fashioned style; more importantly, we agree that the long verandah indeed deserves a couch. A place to read to the children, a place for romantic murmuring on moonlit nights, a place for guests.

And that is the extent of our furniture purchasing, except for a yard-sale lamp table. The wicker settle arrives; months later it is still in the family room pending a calm moment to work out the larger sofa question.

It turns out that, for us, picking a sofa is a sort of lightning rod attracting every unspoken conflict between our philosophies of life. I swear I am not exaggerating. Consider: 1, the partner more likely to pick aesthetics over comfort, am proud of my personal growth as I measure the family room. Despite a weird asymmetry, I have decided to push the sofa to one end of the room so that my little boys can lie toe to toe, as they loved to do in the furnished houses we rented last winter, and watch tv. This placement will allow easy viewing without putting the tube front and center.

Carl sees me measuring, "Nobody actually sits in love seats, so I'm going for a sofa; the boys will love it," I burble. "I'll put it down here so they can watch tv without blaring the sound." Carl's jaw drops.

"You're putting a tv in the family room?!" he sputters. This is the man who insisted we not put a cable hookup in either the living room or the master bedroom. "If there's a tv in here, Patty, they'll watch it!"

Well, yeah. They lived without television last summer. But in winter it gets dark at 4:00 on this Atlantic rock and I like a little peace while I'm cooking... besides, I watch when I have insomnia. Carl won't actually forbid a tv in the house—or a sofa. I ask what he really wants.

After some mutually silly arguing Carl says ok. But he wants a smallish sofa centered on the bay and he wants a 13-inch tv down at the end of the room, behind closed wooden doors. This is, of course, unworkable.

Still no sofa in the family room. The living room, thank goodness, remains under construction.
SAWBRIDGE STUDIOS
HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES

Sawbridge Studios is filled with handcrafted furniture, home accessories and gifts from artisans all across America. Each artisan’s work is featured in a gallery setting which includes background information on the craftsmen and portfolios of their work. The furniture ranges in style from 18th Century to Prairie, Farmhouse, Shaker and Contemporary.

Each piece is built to order which allows for customizing dimensions, finishes, and even design details.

Home accessories are also beautifully handmade and available for immediate purchase. They include lamps, clocks, jewel boxes, framed art, pottery, and photo frames. In the giftware arena, Sawbridge offers the Midwest’s largest selection of crystal from the Vermont glass blowers of Simon Pearce, and a virtual cornucopia of other gift giving ideas.

If you haven’t found Sawbridge Studios yet, there are two wonderful locations: one in the River North area of Chicago and the other in Winnetka. The Winnetka shop is tucked away in a converted horse stable along the railroad tracks, just north of the corner of Tower and Green Bay Roads.

The three partners of Sawbridge Studios - Bill Hiscott, Fraser Clark and Paul Zurowski.

"In an age of fads, mass production and questionable quality, it is refreshing to savor those things which are timeless, unique and reflect the pride of craftsmanship." — Harold Sawbridge

Circle no. 832
Tudor Intent

The article "Tudor Intensive" features a house that is unusual, to say the least [Summer 1998]. I am pleased that Richard Dayne restored it. However, I am a little offended? annoyed? at the comment about America's rampant bad taste. I do not feel an entire country should be labeled because someone painted the interior of his house white.

I have a question for Mr. Dayne: In regard to the skull of what was surely a dignified animal (his late Great Dane Baghdad) which now rests on a table waiting to be gilded, which of his categories does this fit into: bad taste or criminal behavior? To each his own . . . .

—Joan Ficeto
Wolcott, Connecticut

Is It Cottier?

Carole Smith, author of the article on the Frick mansion in Pittsburgh in the Summer issue, referred to the stained-glass windows on the main staircase as "by an unknown artist." I am a stained-glass historian and consultant. To me, the windows look very similar to others from England and Scotland dating from 1850 to 1900, corresponding with the Aesthetic Movement. "Neoclassically posed figures set on a background of pale and delicately painted quarries"—this describes a set of ca. 1875 windows by Daniel Cottier, from Glasgow and then London, who opened a branch of his stained-glass studio in New York in 1873. (Before 1900, there was a real bias against American studios, and few of them employed artists competent to draw a classical human figure.)

—Barbara E. Krueger
Hartland, Michigan

Well Born

Your article on well-born figures in the Spring issue, presenting the house's history from a Southern point of view, was fascinating to another John Pelham. I sent him a copy so that he might swap material with the other men who have shared his name. [This] 1921 John Pelham has quite a bit about his ancestor; he himself was named by his father's cousin John Pelham, who had no children, and asked cousin Samuel Pelham to name his next child John and thus carry on the name. The baby received a comfortable legacy; this John has a son also named for "the gallant Pelham."

—Carolyn Hill Corr
Birmingham, Alabama

Tea Trivia

In the Summer issue, a letter refers to a tea bag [on the cover of] the Spring issue. My correction refers to the comment that tea bags were not even invented when the kitchen shown was built. I disagree. The kitchen appears to be 1920s vintage. Gertrude Ford—of the Gertrude Ford Tea Co., Poughkeepsie, N.Y., still in business—is credited with inventing the [paper tea ball] in 1909 [shown at left]. I have been a Gertrude Ford tea drinker for years. The company furnishes tea for restaurants and hotels. The distinctive tag and ball [are familiar] even if they say 'Pebble Beach Golf Club,' or whatever.

—Doles Munday Hawkins
Ottisville, New York

A Detroit Jewel

I have a 1930s-era Detroit Jewel gas stove. It is grey and white porcelain, and I was told it still worked. Is any conversion necessary to connect it for modern usage?

—Anna Marie Anzalone
Manchester, Michigan

What a coincidence! Here in the land of Glenwoods, I just bought a ca. 1915 Detroit Jewel ("They Bake Better") gas/coal cookstove, salvaged from a Boston tenement. As far as I could see, it was a pile of rust—but cast iron, porcelain, and nickel are wonderfully renewable, and stove maven Dave Erickson refurbished it beautifully. The gas inspector loved it! Yours sounds in better shape and is probably safe, but local codes rule. Ask a representative from the gas company or a building inspector. To those looking for one already renewed: Erickson's Antique Stoves, Littleton Depot, 2 Taylor St., Littleton, MA 01460; (978) 486-3589. —Patricia Poore

COMING UP
Winter 1998

The mantel is dressed for the holidays—and for the period year-round . . . A look at inspiring home libraries past and present . . . The genteel opulence of Poplar Grove in Louisiana . . . A new Mission style looks beyond the Southwest, to old Spain and North Africa . . . Dutch colonial homestead preservation at the von Steuben House.
Please enroll me in the Architects and Designers Book Service and send me LIGHTING HISTORICAL BUILDINGS (57809) billing me only $4.95, plus shipping and handling. I agree to purchase at least three additional selections at regular member's prices over the next 12 months. As a member, I can save up to 50% off the publishers' prices. My membership is cancelable any time after I buy these three additional books. A shipping-and-handling charge is added to all shipments.

**No-Risk Guarantee:** If I am not satisfied—for any reason—I may return LIGHTING HISTORICAL BUILDINGS within 15 days. My membership will be canceled, and I will owe nothing.

Name __________________________

Address __________________________ Apt. __________

City __________________________

State ________ Zip ________

(Books purchased for professional purposes may be a tax-deductible expense. Prices are slightly higher outside the U.S. and are invoiced in U.S. dollars. Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application.)
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Shed light on all your design projects

As your introduction to the Architects & Designers Book Service take Lighting Historic Buildings for only $4.95

Wouldn't you love to have an expert answer all your complicated lighting questions? In this extraordinary guidebook, internationally renowned architect and lighting consultant Derek Phillips shares secrets acquired throughout his 40-year career. His expertise will help you systematically solve dozens of your thorniest design problems.

Recommended for architects, designers, lighting engineers, and preservationists.

Membership Made Easy

- Lighting Historical Buildings is yours for just $4.95, plus shipping and handling. You'll receive our catalog about once every three weeks (15 times a year). In addition, up to three times a year you will receive offers of special selections. Each issue describes the Main Selection and includes a dated reply card. If you want the Main Selection, don't do a thing. We'll ship it to you automatically. A shipping-and-handling charge is added to each shipment. You'll always have dozens of other outstanding books to choose from.

Lighting Historic Buildings:
- Covers interiors and exteriors of homes, hotels, and churches, office, industrial, and change-of-use buildings
- Features hard-to-find lighting standards, methods, and applications for historic preservation
- Includes before-and-after photos, case studies, lighting plans, a glossary, bibliography, and index

Take advantage of our offer today. You'll soon master the art and science of matching new technology to old spaces, with splendid results. Architects & Designers Book Service offers the best selections for architects, designers, and builders. As a member you'll get:
- Significant discounts off publishers' prices
- Books delivered right to your door
- Satisfaction guaranteed

$79.95 value • Oversized • 224 Pages • Over 200 color photos

Our Unconditional Guarantee: If you're not completely delighted, simply return Lighting Historical Buildings within 15 days of receipt to cancel your membership and owe nothing.

If the reply card is missing, please write to the Architects & Designers Book Service, Dept. 8-EX9/57809, 3000 Cindel Drive, Delran, NJ 08075-0001 for membership information and an application.
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At the turn of the century, Boston was the epicenter of the Arts and Crafts movement in America. S. Bent & Bros., located in Gardner, Massachusetts, just 40 miles from Boston, reflected the substantial influence of the Arts and Crafts movement by producing both mission and colonial revival chairs. As a measure of that influence, the S. Bent catalog of 1912 illustrates 58 different mission chairs that S. Bent had introduced since 1900.

S. Bent has been in continuous production of fine furniture since 1867, passing down design and manufacturing skills from one generation to the next. Today's S. Bent handcrafted mission style furniture continues that tradition. That is why S. Bent & Bros. is able to offer America's most comfortable Arts and Crafts mission chairs with a selection of other authentic mission furniture ideally suited for today's styles.

85 Winter Street • Gardner, Massachusetts 01440
Call for the dealer nearest you: 800-253-3939
Down East Warmth

Swans Island, six miles off the coast of Maine's Acadia National Park, is home to weavers who produce traditional winter- or summer-weight wool blankets in soft natural or hand-dyed colors. Pictured are two winter blankets, hand woven in two layers. Prices range from $250 to $825. Call (888) 526-9526.

A Pillow for Your Head

Carol Mead hand prints Arts and Crafts designs on sturdy linen that gets softer with successive washings. She then uses it to cover a pillow that is also washable, durable, and better all the time. Small pillow: $45, large: $60. Call (860) 963-1927.

Glass in Venice

The town of Murano, near Venice, has long been known for its distinctive glass products. Often seen in jewelry, Murano glass is as beautiful in door handles and drawer pulls. The Venezia Line is now available from Bird Decorative Hardware. Call (800) 259-7762.

For more information see page 108
Repeating Patterns
Victorian rooms need the rich ornamentation provided by wall and ceiling stencils. Epoch Designs provides a range of stylistic patterns. Pictured is one named after the dining room frieze in Little Rock's Kavanaugh House. Prices range from $14.95 to $49 for complete room sets. Call (610) 565-9180.

From the Earth
Liz Vigoda makes porcelain dishes whose designs are rooted in medieval manuscripts, Renaissance tapestries, and Dutch delftware. Hand-thrown or slab-formed and hand-painted, each piece is lead-free. The clawfoot cache pot is 8” tall and 10” wide; $110. The 16” long hors d'oeuvres tray is $90. Call (518) 434-1620.

Broken Hearts
are hard to mend. Broken pottery is restored in the skilled hands of Janelle Johnson. Appropriately, her home-based company is called The Treasured Teapot. Costs and the time required vary; a rough estimate based on a $20 per hour fee can be provided. Call (978) 281-5387.

Hold the Memories
Buff Brown calls his creations “personal boxes.” They are, indeed, for personal use, but just as personal is the mixture of salvaged wood and other discarded materials used in their construction. In each one, the artist tells a story with pieces of Hoosier cabinets, broken picture frames, broom handles, or old linoleum flooring. From $325 to $550. Call (610) 935-2243.
Classic Arroyo Style

Timeless beauty • Uncompromising quality

Table Lamps
Floor Lamps
Wall Mounts
Ceiling Mounts
Chandeliers
Sconces
Column Mounts
Post Mounts
Pendants

For information on our catalog or a showroom near you, please call 888-2ARROYO (227-7696)
4509 Littlejohn Street, Baldwin Park, California 91706 • 626-960-9411 • Fax 626-960-9521
All products are manufactured in the USA.

Circle no. 799
Young Shakers & Movers

The Mount Lebanon Shakers were famous for chair production, but they made few youth chairs. This adaptation from a child's rocker is in rock maple. Assembled and finished for $227.50, in kit form: $113.74. From Shaker Workshops. Call (800) 840-9121.

'Tis the Gift to Be Simple

Milk Paint

The appealing oval boxes of New England country heritage are indelibly associated with the Shakers. These, from the Shaker Shop of Wickford, are modern reproductions: nine milk-painted graduated boxes sell for $360; individually they range from $22 to $77. Call (401) 294-7779.

Don's Desk

When looking at the furniture of Vermont cabinetmaker James Becker, one sees influences from 18th-century Newport to Frank Lloyd Wright. For a desk made for his orthodontist, he must have felt a Shaker influence. $3,850. Call (802) 295-7004.
- Light and Graceful
  Much of the furniture of C. H. Beckvoort is patterned on Shaker pieces. His jack-in-the-pulpit light is not, but the laminated holder for a candle has a stunning simplicity and utility. $200 each, three are pictured. Call (207) 926-4608.

- Elegance Is Simple
  Simplicity and uniformity of design are hallmarks of Shaker styling. The Kennebec Company crafts Shaker-style cabinets in hand-planed pine, and will help you fit them into your kitchen and into your home. For product information, call (207) 443-2131.

- Under the Counter
  The simple utility of a tractor seat and a bow back meet in a stool deeply carved for comfort. From Thomas Moser, $695. Call (800) 708-9703.

Since 1799 the Shakers of Sabbathday Lake have grown and sold herbs. 100% virgin wool yarn from their sheep is produced in 25 colors. 4 oz skeins of 2-ply yarn: $6.50, free samples available upon request. Herbs in reusable slipcover tins: $2.50 to $4.00. Call (207) 926-4597, or buy herbs and herbal teas on line at www.shaker.lib.me.us

For more information see page 108.
Old Style, New Technology

The classic style of a Victorian faucet encloses an integral control valve which allows it to be isolated or to balance flows when used in conjunction with other fittings.

British-based Hollys of Bath has "Americanized" all connections to work with common US fittings. Available in five electro-plated finishes, the faucet shown retails for $1,320. For showrooms, call (516) 746-8056.

Bring Home the Spa

Wash Your Hands

Image, a French company, carves their Glasgow sink of iroko, an African hardwood similar to teak. The Iroko Bowl costs $1954, the chrome support structure, $1976. Wall-mounted faucets with iroko handles: $1,598. In the United States, they are distributed by PS Craftsmanship. Call (718) 729-3686 for showroom and product information.

If you have one, keep it!

Yes, a reproduction copper tub is available, but the cost is dear. For the copper Archeo tub from Kallista, ten- to twelve-gauge copper (about $1/10" thick) is (gently) hammered over wooden forms by French coppersmiths. The finished product measures 65" long and holds 90 gallons of bath water, which the copper's superior conductivity keeps warm. The $41,708 price includes faucet and handshower mechanisms. Call (888) 452-5547 for showroom information.
THIS YEAR, SAY HAPPY HOLIDAYS
with a classic gift of style and distinction.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS is a quarterly magazine on decorating and furnishing ideas. Every issue is filled with sumptuous interior photos, intelligently written articles, and classic approaches to design and decorating. This year, inspire the other old-house lovers on your gift list with a subscription to Old-House Interiors.

TO ORDER: Use the convenient postpaid order card opposite. Or call 1-800-462-0211 and charge to MC or VISA. We'll even send a handsome gift card to announce your gifts. The FIRST GIFT subscription is $18 and EACH ADDITIONAL GIFT is only $16. Have your thoughtfulness remembered throughout the year and give a wonderful present that friends and family will truly appreciate and use.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS
THE MAGAZINE OF PERIOD DESIGN

Share the Style, Beauty, and Prestige of Old-House Interiors.
Through a Glass Wall
Ultra Glas can be used in the same way as ceramic tiles, but light can't shine through ceramics, and clay doesn't come in such a variety of surface treatments. Prices range from $10 to $80 per square foot; standard tile sizes are 4" x 4" and 6" x 6". Custom designs are available. Call (800) 777-2332.

Beauty & the Bath

Wash your Face
A carved cast iron lavatory is covered with a thick coating of high-gloss enamel in Kohler's Vessels Iron Etchings line. Shown in beeswax; also available in almond, pink, or turquoise. $400, call (800) 4-KOHLER.

These Modest Looks
...a cottage might adorn. Home Country is a group of Nova Scotia craftsmen who specialize in small furniture items suited to informal interiors. In furniture-grade clear pine, this medicine chest is inspired by 19th century English designs. Finished as shown, $164; unfinished, $144. Call (800) 427-5690.

Onward and Upward
Waterworks has produced a towel ladder which can be leaned against a wall and bolted in place. It features a multi-purpose tray shelf, which can be placed at any one of three heights. Available in white, beige, and mahogany; $850. Call (800) 899-6757.
Simple ornaments made by J.P. Weaver combine to form this elegant interior...

ORNAMENTS for INTERIORS from the J. P. WEAVER CO.

Visa & MC

RMF 2013  46" x 9" x 1"  This is the original drawing of the panel medallion in the photograph. It is a combination of dozens of smaller ornaments. Suggested applications: Fireplace, Stove Hood, or Cornice. JpW now offers this collage in one piece in their new precast line.  Ltd. offer: $225 + S&H

Visa & MC

JpW introduces an entirely new line of "composed designs" to complement their "composition" ornaments for which they are known internationally. All of the ornaments in this photograph are currently available: Staircase frieze: RMF 6603, Staircase riser Egg & Dart: #3796, Handrail trim: #6255. Scaled Design Books and Instructional Videos are available.

Introductory Starter: Petitissin Pre-Cast Design Book, Sample of RMF 6603 Floral Frieze (above photo)
Composition Design Brochure, & a "Get Start" Video: $45.00, US

Composition Design Brochure Only: $8/US  N.Y. Design Dept. (516) 549-7586

ORNAMENTS FOR THE DECORATION OF MANTELS, DOORS, FURNITURE, WALLS, & CEILINGS

FAX (818) 500-1798  941 AIR WAY  GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201  (818) 500-1740

Circle no. 451
LIFE AT HOME

The Master Bedroom

by Colin Harrison

We were in our twenties then and had been married a mere five months. We inspected the bedroom solemnly, trying to imagine ourselves sleeping and living in what was only a vacant room in a vacant house in Brooklyn, the floors dusty, the air stale. The building dated from 1883, but the old horsehair plaster was newly patched and painted around the Victorian mantel and walnut window moldings. My wife and I stood on the oak parquet, thinking of the unknowable lives lived in that room. Perhaps, in addition to babies and children and the cry of pleasure, there had also been malaise, suffering, death. It seemed only likely.

We populated the room slowly. Our first bed was a metal-framed piece of junk that I'd bought at an Iowa yard sale for ten dollars. Our first child was conceived in that bed. We put photographs on the mantel: wedding pictures . . . and a picture of myself that I prized, in which I was running the mile relay in high school, about to hand off the baton—seventeen, all legs and lungs. On the floor we laid a silk rug we'd bought in India on our honeymoon. We'd had a Quaker wedding, in which the husband and wife sign a large, hand-inked certificate, which in turn is signed by all those present at the wedding. Ours, bordered by purple and green vines, contained a hundred signatures on it, some slanting left, some, right, some tightly inscribed or tiredly looped or brightly flourished, some scrawled by children, others shakily inscribed by octogenarians. We framed the certificate and put it on the wall.

Our next bed was a French antique of sorts. My wife, six months pregnant, found it at a stoop sale in our Brooklyn neighborhood, arriving at home breathlessly with the news "I found a bed, only two hundred dollars." The seller was a woman in her early fifties. Frosted hair, worldly as the Wife of Bath. The bed was lovely; but would it hold up? "Well," the woman said with a shrug, "my last husband weighed three hundred pounds, if that tells you anything."

It was while lying in this bed, late one February night, that my wife told me her water had broken. By now an empty bassinet sat expectantly at the foot of the bed, and a shelf had been given over to various baby-rearing books. My wife consulted one of these, then called her doctor. The next night I slept in that bed alone, exhausted, exultant, a new father. Three nights later my wife and baby daughter nursed happily and slept there . . . later, we laid our baby on our bed and I knew, with an innate animal knowledge, that something was terribly wrong. We consulted another of the baby books on the shelf. I timed our daughter's fluttery respirations, which I calculated to be occurring more than ninety times a minute. Seek medical attention immediately. Back to the hospital went mother and daughter. Our daughter had pneumonia and was placed in an oxygen tent. My wife seemed inconsolable at first, then retreated to a far, deep place within herself, summoning a kind of hard-assed determination. The bedroom was now a vault of solitude, the bassinet empty again, the French bed a torturous place where I tossed, worried for my daughter, for my wife, for us.

Not so long after that, as our daughter made cooing noises from the crib, I stood in front.
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of the framed wedding certificate and counted the people who had died. Several older relatives, some family friends. My own grandmother, who had starved herself to death in her nursing home, in despair over the death of her roommate of fifteen years. And now some of the married couples who had signed the certificate were divorced.

MY WIFE AND I CONTINUED TO LEARN about each other in that bed, in that bedroom. In the dark, within the pressure of children and jobs and money, our appetites found new expressions. When we had dinner parties, the guests would deposit their coats in our bedroom. While downstairs, I could tell that they often lingered a moment or two upstairs, inspecting the room, glimpsing the many pictures on the mantel, staring at the bed, seeking the secret that is a marriage and a family. It gave me pleasure to know they were doing this.

The bedroom had a small color television, and among my most sublime relaxations was to watch professional football games on it while sitting on the bed, often eating a peanut-butter and honey and banana sandwich. It was on such an afternoon that my wife called frantically from the kitchen downstairs. I flew down the steps. Our son had fallen from the high kitchen step that leads to the backyard. He had hit his head badly and was now unconscious. I called the ambulance and we laid our son on the sofa. The ambulance arrived and left quickly with my son and wife. I needed to stay at home with our daughter. I drifted disconsolately upstairs to the bedroom and lay down on the bed, looking up at the ceiling cracks.

EACH MORNING, BEFORE THE SMALL WASH-basin adjoining the bedroom, I shaved with an electric razor, washing the whiskers down the sink afterward. Often my daughter would watch, fas-
cinated, and I would ask her if she would like to shave too, and she would squeal excitedly and run away.

Most nights the children padded into the bedroom and climbed aloft into the land of Mom and Dad. Sometimes they would sleepwalk their way in, burbling sweet incoherencies, like happy drunks. Other times they ran fiercely through the dark, as if late for an appointment. This got out of hand and soon we had one or two children in the bed at all hours of the night. Inevitably they settled in the valley between my wife and me; we were then forced to the outer perimeters of the mattress, where we would balance precariously on the edge. I myself suffered a number of dreams in which I accidentally plunged off cliffs, tops of buildings, lighthouses. The children, meanwhile, had a propensity to lay crossways, to flail their feet grumpily, to pull the covers, to fart unconsiously. I was kicked any number of times in the face, stomach and testicles. Some nights they peacefully wet our bed. In time, when the children arrived in the night, I would get up, wish them all a good night (generously or bitterly, depending upon the projected number of hours of sleep), and then trudge upstairs to the guest bedroom. If we had guests, I would trudge downstairs to the couch. Often I slept quite well.

I began to spend a little more money on clothes. To have a box of laundered shirts on my bedroom dresser, from which I could choose before going to work, was a small but keen satisfaction.

During this time my wife and I fought, as is usual and even strangely comforting. Typically we were able to be mad at each other for only about twenty minutes before the conversation devolved into a brilliant exposition of how tired we were, how sick of working all the time, the relentlessness of caring for children, and so on. We had these...
Painstaking attention to every detail.

This was a quality prized in the fine Victorian chandeliers and wall sconces created long ago. Today, authentic reproductions by Victorian Lighting Works, Inc., recapture all that cherished beauty—at an affordable cost to you.
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While downstairs, I could tell that guests often lingered a moment or two upstairs, inspecting the room, staring at the bed, seeking the secret that is a marriage and a family.

arguments in the living room, never in the bedroom.

It was in the bedroom on the bed that I contemplated what had just happened to me. Walking home late at night, three men had jumped me and pressed a gun into my left shoulder. My reflective impulse had been to piss in my pants. "Don't let it be homicide," the tallest had warned. I didn't. I gave them everything I had—my money and watch and even a bag of old baby clothes I was carrying. The three of them took these things, took the clothes my children had worn, and fled into the dark.

I inspected the ceiling cracks, which were getting worse. I looked for a pattern, but couldn't see one.

FROM TIME TO TIME I OBSERVED MY WIFE AND THOUGHT, "She's aging." And when I look in the full-length mirror screwed to the inside of her closet door, I saw that I was aging too—and maybe faster. My wife, I realized, would age like a beautiful wooden sailboat—signs of wear but all the lines intact. My own aging pattern resembled a mud slide in slow motion. In the mirror I would inspect the gray hairs, pull out a few, and think myself ridiculous. For a while, I did push-ups on the Indian rug, but eventually I gave it up.

In the bedroom we watched the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Los Angeles riots, Bush debating Clinton, Nancy Kerrigan skating against Tonya Harding, O.J. Simpson's famous ride in the white Ford Bronco, the nerve gas in Tokyo's subways, the Oklahoma bombing. And while my children were in the bath, I laughed at "The Simpsons," a show my wife found idiotic. In the mornings, sitting on the bed, our children watched "Shining-Time Station," which featured a magical train conductor played by Ringo Starr. The conversion of a Beatle into an actor on a children's show seemed the final bizarre proof that we were not locked in time, all was moving always, I was aging, my children growing, the twentieth century almost done.

One winter our children kept getting sick, and finally my wife put the following items next to the bed: spare pajamas, a device that measures body temperature by being inserted into an ear, a towel for vomit, and a glass of Gatorade. In the worst incident our son vomited perhaps ten times in an hour, and my wife sat over him as he lay wan and feverish in our bed. "What if he's really sick?" she asked. I reminded her that the emergency room of our local hospital was really not the place to take a sick child. He would wait for hours under harsh lights and get minimal treatment. We stared at each other. All I could think of was the fact that my son had my father's middle name and my father had prostate cancer. 'He's sleeping,' my wife said. We watched him breathe. There was a bubble of spit on his lip. In the morning he was okay.

THE NEW BED IS HUGE. KING-SIZE, MADE OF CHERRY, ORDERED from a lifestyle catalogue. The cost? I didn't care how much it cost, I was tired of a small bed. Two Mexican men dragged it up the stairs and my wife tipped them ten bucks each, the same amount that our first bed cost. I assembled the bed while our children scribbled on the cardboard packing boxes. The bed is gigantic. Now the children come into the bedroom at night or in the morning and there is enough room for everybody. As I drift upwards toward consciousness, our daughter grabs my hand and demands to be given arithmetic questions that require counting fingers. After breakfast my children and I return to the bed, where I am commanded to invent new games— involving hidden socks, caves made of blankets, a witch puppet, imaginary bugs, lost stuffed animals, junkyards of Matchbox cars. The newness of the bed contrasts with the wear that the room is taking. My wife and I talk sometimes about getting the plaster fixed and having the room painted, but at heart we don't care that much. There is too much else to do.

There will come a time, of course, when we will leave our bedroom. We will move, and the big bed will be dismantled and movers will take the mattress and box springs down the stairs. The photos on the mantel and the knickknacks on the dresser will have been packed away, along with the rug from India and the framed Quaker wedding certificate. I dread such a day, because it will mean either that calamity has befallen us or that a lot of time, our time, is gone. The bedroom will be empty again, quiet again, until someone else stands there, looking at the window and walls and floor, mindful perhaps that the last occupants, my wife and children and me, were only passing through.

Colin Harrison is an editor and novelist. The essay above was excerpted from Home, American Writers Remember Rooms of Their Own (1995) by permission from Random House, Inc.
Ebonized furniture, long disdained by serious collectors, has a unique charm that's beginning to be appreciated among devotees of the Aesthetic Movement.

Black Beauties
by Dan Cooper

Mick Jagger, the Rolling Stones: "I see a red door and I want it painted black." Most of us recognize the words from the song. Some of us take them literally.

Ebonized furniture is the DeLorean of the furniture world; few other styles speak so directly of their time and place. In an antique shop full of Rococo, Arts & Crafts, Shaker, or Renaissance Revival furniture, the occasional ebonized piece stands out as distinctively as the sleek stainless steel of a DeLorean in a showroom laden with Jaguars, Porsches and BMWs.

For others, of course, the DeLorean merely conjures up visions of 1980s: Ronald Reagan, skinny ties and pop bands with far too much hair gel. And so it is with ebonized furniture. Those enamored of the austerity of the Shakers or the brilliant carving and massing of the Goddard-Townsendss of Rhode Island usually snort derisively when presented with these quirky black treasures of the Aesthetic Movement.

But to those of us who understand, who seek our ebonized grails in dingy antique malls (invariably named "Aunt Ethel's Privy" or some such ghastly moniker), amongst the overpainted, stenciled Hoosier cabinets and chamberpots mislabeled as tureens, awaits the exhilaration of the Discovery.

When we refer to "ebonized," we usually mean the black finished American or English furniture from the 1870s to the 1890s. It was not made out of ebony (a very dense and difficult wood to work, usually reserved for inlay and musical instruments). Rather, these pieces rode the crest of the fascination with the exotic of the time (Anglo-Japanese, Moorish, Modern Gothic, and Egyptian Revivals) by imitating lacquer or the glossy black of polished ebony.

Real lacquer, the extremely hard and glossy surface coating found on antique Chinese and Japanese furniture, was laboriously created from the toxic exudation of the lac tree of eastern Asia. Lacquer is not
related to, but often confused with, the resin of the lac beetle, which is used to make shellac. Lacquered furniture found a ready market among wealthy patrons in 17th-century England; western imitation of the finish was referred to as Japanning.

It is not surprising that the Anglo-Japanese craze of the late 19th century prompted a newly popular way to make furniture look exotic. There had been black furniture before the opening of "the Japans" started a craze for all things Japanese. Black furniture was created in Europe by the Ebenistes, cabinetmakers for the 17th-century French court. In the United States and England, Rococo and Renaissance pieces of the 1850s and 1860s were occasionally ebonized, but this was in imitation of the Ebenistes. It was not until the Americans and British caught their first glimpse of new and exotic Japanese export objects that a large market for ebonized items developed.

To create an ebonized finish, the cabinet-maker would take a piece created from a close-pored wood, often cherry, maple, or poplar (in descending order of quality), or more rarely, an open-pored wood such as oak or mahogany, and stain it with a black aniline dye. It was then finished with a shellac or varnish that had also been tinted black, either with aniline dye, japan color, or lamp-black. A majority of these pieces had shallow incised decorative carving on them; this was often gilded with a bronze powder in a varnish medium. Top-quality pieces had actual gold leaf burnished into the carving. Some pieces also received polychroming (the application of multiple colors, often turquoise or Venetian red) as additional decoration, although this is far less common than the gilding. On very high quality pieces, there could be inlays [continued on page 32]
For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION. Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials readily installed by tradespeople or do-it-yourselfers. Whether you are involved with period restoration, remodeling or a new-building project we can help you add the distinctive Master Touch.

For further information call (773) 847-6300 or Fax: (773) 847-6357.

Or send $30.00 for our five book set of copiously illustrated catalogs, useful resources which will help you create new dimensions of beauty.
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THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
Providing Architects and Decorators Fine Detailed Replicas of Exquisite Hand Carvings for Over a Century
3610 SOUTH MORGAN — CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 — PHONE (773) 847-6300 — FAX (773) 847-6357
Today's collector is most likely to find chairs, side tables, and wall cabinets or shelves, which were the most commonly made pieces.

of a variety of decorative veneers, Minton tiles, or metal plaques. Better quality pieces might also have high relief carving and fancy brass mounts and feet.

Today's collector is most likely to find chairs, side tables, and wall cabinets or shelves, which were the most commonly made pieces. Étageres and cabinets can be found with perseverance. Bedroom and dining furniture will be discovered only with great luck. Only the wealthy could afford to furnish whole rooms in the latest, trendiest style; most folks settled for an accent piece or a parlor suite as a concession to popular taste.

As with all antiques, condition is the prime criterion when considering the purchase of a piece of ebonized furniture. Be cynical; Aesthetic Movement pieces usually had a fair amount of ornamentation. Always train your eye to look for what is missing as opposed to what is there. Look for brad holes that indicate a fancy brass hinge blind has disappeared. Finials, spindle galleries, and drop aprons are often knocked off in moving. When confronted with a missing bit of trim, the unscrupulous dealer's inclination is to remove the remaining pieces to achieve symmetry rather than fabricate a replacement. Sometimes, the same dealer will attempt to touch up the resulting finish flaw with black paint that doesn't match the old finish. If that proves unsatisfactory, he will then perform a full-immersion baptism of the piece in satin-finish barbecue-black Rustoleum. This may also occur when an ebonized piece was "spruced up" earlier in this century with a nice thick coat of spray paint, usually metallic gold or white.

The most prominent makers of ebonized furniture in the United States were Herter Brothers, Kimball and Cabus, Herts Brothers, George Hunzinger, and Homer (check for initials).

Never reject a piece because it is not attributable to someone; the "look" of the piece is its main attraction. Exuberantly carved cranes, owls and sunflowers grace even middle-class pieces; there is an abundance of shiny gold bits and rakish, asymmetrical angles. The allure of ebonized furniture is in its distinctiveness.

The joy of Aesthetic Movement collecting is in the quest for the exotic; it is a rebellion against the staid smugness of the Rococo and the Renaissance Revivals. Let everyone else yearn for Shaker or Sheraton. The ebonized collector dreams of Whistler and Wilde, paper lanterns glowing on a summer's night, and the serene call of the East.

DAN COOPER, an antiques dealer and specialist in the field of ebonized furniture, is the business manager of J. R. Burrows & Company.
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At the Kennebec Company, cabinetry and kitchen design have been our specialty for over twenty years. Our period-inspired cabinetry is meticulously crafted using traditional techniques, blending historical sensitivity with contemporary utility. Available only at
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With 160 photographs so breathtaking they practically invite the reader to step over the threshold, Historic Houses of Philadelphia brings the region's most impressive museum homes to life. The only comprehensive readers' tour of the area's rich array of historic residences open to the public, the book is complete with maps, touring information, and historical notes on fifty distinctive homes.
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Autumn arrives, life begins to move indoors. A quick trip may be planned, to New England, perhaps, where the draw is not the historic architecture alone, and not merely the colorful foliage. We are attracted by the sense of place that comes from a practiced relatedness between the built and the natural. Visit three comfortable homes in that region where history is alive. First, the house that John and Henry Whitcomb built in New Hampshire—in 1813. A symmetrical Federal Twin, it was the family home for these brothers and their families; today, it has been kept and sensitively updated by another extended family. Then on to Sabbathday Lake in Maine, where a Shaker Village is still a living community, not a museum. In contrast to the severity of Shaker rooms, those of a Gilded Age manor on Lake Champlain offer a more opulent welcome. Its family gardens, all cottage flowers, English color, and Italian terraces against the blue of the lake and the Adirondacks beyond, have been restored at beautiful Shelburne Farms. History has a different time frame on the West Coast, where Arts and Crafts style exerts strong influence. Turn-of-the-century California style met an English sensibility in a Bungalow in Victoria, British Columbia. For those contemplating period bathroom design, we offer a glimpse of historic reality. These Original Bathrooms date from 1882 to 1928, and have more personality than the typical revival bath.—The Editors
"The two brothers were remarkable for perfect unity of feeling. In business matters they shared all things in common... They planned for two houses under the same roof... built to suit the tastes of the period, which included little ornament, but it was substantial and commodious." So stated The History of the Town of Hancock in 1889 on the business and domestic acumen of two prominent early citizens. John and Henry Whitcomb had built and furnished their Federal period home by December 26, 1813—the very day they both married, carrying (one supposes) each their respective brides over adjacent thresholds, and up separate staircases.

Ever since, the Whitcomb House has had a stately presence on the main street of Hancock, New Hampshire. It was built with unusual mirrored interior symmetry,
Fall's low, raking light passes into the kitchen ell through the porch, much repaired and reconfigured with Doric columns since this photo was taken. The spare Federal façade of the foursquare main block, built in 1813, remains intact. OPPOSITE: Catherine and Temple Pond converse from opposite “households” over the twin entries of Whitcomb House.
The southeast parlor, referred to today as the Chinese Parlor, displays Asian objects collected by several generations of the Pond family. The Regency table on which they are displayed once belonged to Queen Victoria’s father, the Duke of Kent.

classically proportioned. An ell on the north end included two matching kitchens with a shared central hearth and two woodsheds. Even the kitchen cupboards were duplicates; today, these are the only vestige of those earliest keeping rooms.

Remarkably, both sides of Whitcomb House would remain in the same family until the 1920s, when Foster Stearns, of R.H. Stearns department store in Boston, purchased the entire building. In their 25-year tenure, Foster and his wife Martha were responsible for preserving the old house, as well as saving the Hancock Inn from the benign neglect typical of rural New England at the turn of the century. The Stearns family restored and furnished their house under the influence of the Colonial Revival. The house was considered notable once again, photographed extensively by nostalgia documentarians Samuel Chamberlain and Wallace Nutting, and then featured, in its Colonial Revival splendor, in a 1933 issue of House Beautiful.

The Whitcomb House has been in my husband’s family since 1959, when his grandparents purchased it at their retirement from life in Boston. Thomas Temple Pond and his wife Virginia became the third owners since the
ABOVE: In the southwest parlor, a portrait of Thomas Temple Pond, the author's father-in-law; he lives in the east side of the house. BELOW: The Yorkshire cupboard came from a Georgian estate in Ireland.

Whitcomb family departed in the 1920s. Martha Stearns was delighted with the Ponds' occupancy, having reacted strongly to some remodeling by an interim owner during the 1950s. "I am filled with contentment and, somehow, fulfillment, every time I think of your being there," Mrs. Stearns wrote to Virginia Pond in 1961, "and hope you will love [Whitcomb House], too." An avid gardener, Virginia continued the work begun by Martha Stearns, and many plantings remain today from both eras.

The house retained its original "duplex" use, as well—and all in the family. For some decades, it was the shared home of my husband, F. Temple Pond, his father Thomas Temple Pond Jr., and his aunt, Cynthia
Deacon Pond. The house had been little changed. With a family to consider, my husband and I set about creating our own space on the west side, John Whitcomb's former household. To this day, the original foursquare design remains intact, with four parlors on the first floor, and access to four chambers via two front staircases. Rather than walling off spaces through the middle, we merely shut the doors. My husband insisted on "bringing the kitchen into the 20th century" and I was glad for the offer.

It became evident that the 30 x 60-foot ell needed substantial work: jacking, a new foundation to replace the crawl space, a rebuilt roof. It would have been economical to tear it down and rebuild, but we would have sacrificed historic material. We decided to remove the shared, 100-square-foot brick hearth that had been added in the mid-19th century to accommodate
ABOVE: The west kitchen features a Welsh cupboard designed after a Seiberling family piece preserved in a house museum in Ohio; it sits upon an antique chest. The hanging lamp is a Boston antique. LEFT: The Long Gallery, once the garret over the ell. FAR LEFT: Northwest bedchamber; chest on right is a reproduction. Southwest chamber is daughter Addie’s room.

“modern” cookstoves; it had been unusable for decades. Little remained of the Whitcomb kitchens but for two cupboards. With the hearth gone, the space was 30 x 32 and well lit, easily divided into two. We designed the rooms with an eye to its becoming one large room again in the future. We saved the two cupboards.

Our changes affected John and Henry Whitcomb’s original annex and shed on the exterior. We felt it important to have new porches. Plans were drawn according to my husband’s and my design, inspired by the Greek Revival porch attached to the renovated Georgian farmhouse of Augustus Saint-Gaudens in Cornish, New Hampshire. [See Old-House Interiors, Spring 1997, pages 54 and 66.] In keeping with the mirrored symmetry, matching porches were constructed along the entire east and west elevations of the ell. Colonnades of fluted Doric columns course along the periphery; classical porticoes grace and define each kitchen entry door.

“Home of my heart, what sunny hours, What golden dreams the past can tell—... And other feet those walks shall tread, And other hands these flowers shall rear... Each flow’ry walk, each shady nook, And every dear and sacred spot, Shall mem’ry grave upon my heart, Nor one shall fade or be forgot.” So wrote Love Foster Whitcomb, brother Henry’s wife and mistress of the east side from 1813 until 1873. Each owner has left his and her unique imprint on our home. As present stewards, we have been careful to honor the past.
SABBATHDAY LAKE

The Shaker village at Sabbathday Lake, Maine, is the only extant Shaker community of the nineteen that once reached from Maine to Indiana and Kentucky. The founders called it Chosen Land. A museum has been incorporated into the cluster of buildings for most of the 20th century, but the spirit is anything but museumlike. Here is how today's Shakers keep their faith alive. by Regina Cole | photographs by Craig Becker
When visitors taking the museum tour at the Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village walk into the 1794 Meeting House, they often gasp in delight. Many stay seated on one of the oak benches, reluctant to leave even after repeated reminders from the tour guide. The large room on the first floor of the frame building not only meets, but exceeds, many people's expectation of what a Shaker interior should be like. Large windows on three sides flood the room with light. The wide floorboards are burnished to a satin sheen. Blueberry-pigmented milk paint applied in 1794 stains the ceiling rafters, knee braces, peg rails, and wainscot. Except for a clock high on one wall and a wood box under a window, that's it.

What makes this room so special, however, is not its intense color or satisfying proportions. Though it's on a museum tour, this is not a museum room. It is used by the Shakers at Sabbathday Lake for Sunday morning worship services during warm weather months, and as such, is the rare room still used for the purpose for which it was built over 200 years ago.

When the weather gets cold, worship services are held in the Meeting Room of the 1884 Dwelling House. A long time ago, the Shakers decided to stop using the wood stove in the 1794 Meeting Room to minimize danger to the building. It's a way of living with the past that's appreciative, but practical.

Practical might be the best word to describe the life of the seven Shakers here. Surrounded by a world that's

ABOVE: The Meeting Room occupies the first floor of the 1794 Meeting House. LEFT: Brother Arnold and Sister Frances in the music room of the 1884 Dwelling House. Sister Frances likes to wear her traditional Shaker dress for worship services and when she formally represents the community. Shaker sisters have not worn caps since the turn of the century.
developed a taste for Shaker objects that verges on the obsessive, the community continues to farm the land, raise livestock, print literature particular to their faith, sell herbs and craft items, and give tours of part of their village. Their days are filled with work—and with prayer, worship, spiritual reading, and Shaker studies. This is, above all, a religious community.

Until the 1950s, a building served as a schoolhouse. When regional school districts replaced one-room rural schoolhouses, that part of the Shakers' work ended. The community was similarly affected by a state and federal policy shift that placed orphaned children into foster homes. Starting in the 1830s, wards of the state had often been entrusted to Shakers.

Sister Frances Carr, leader of the community, would like to see children at Sabbathday Lake again. “My sister and I came here when I was ten, as did many children who were orphaned,” she explains. “When we became adults, my sister chose to leave, and I chose to stay.”

Brother Arnold came here when he was 21 years old. “I came here for a long weekend after corresponding with Brother Ted,” he says. “I had never been anyplace that felt so much like home so immediately. This is where I wanted to be.”

The most recent member joined two years ago. Each year, several dozen inquiries come from potential Shakers. A rigorous screening process weeds out most. New members go through a one-year novitiate period. “You have to be physically and mentally fit,” says Sister Frances.

The Shakers grow much of their food, and support themselves with the museum, herb sales, and diversified management of their land, some of which is leased out. “We are the sec-
ond largest taxpayers in town," Sister Frances and Brother Arnold explain.

But, as a religious group, aren't they entitled to tax-exempt status?

"Oh yes," Sister Frances says. "But Jesus said to render unto Caesar what is Caesar's. And we believe that the best way to assure the separation of church and state is to pay taxes like any property owner."

Visitors are welcome at Sunday morning services, a tradition even in times when outsiders came to mock the show. Since the late 19th century, Shaker worship has been without shaking.

But the musical tradition continues. The best-known Shaker hymn is "Simple Gifts." Stenciled inside the wood box in the 18th-century Meeting Room is the name of the song's originator: "Elder Brother Joseph Bracket West Gloucester Maine."

On Sunday morning, the song fills the room. "'Tis the gift to be simple, 'tis the gift to be free..."
SHAKER DESIGN: THE WORD CONJURES UP IMAGES OF BUILDINGS PLAIN TO THE
point of severity, of spare, white-walled interiors, ladder-back chairs
with woven tape seats, windowpane-check cotton fabric, milk paint in
dusty blue and chrome yellow. We associate words like “simple,” “elegant,”
and “minimalist” with Shaker design. Even if our own taste runs to the ornate,
we appreciate the commonsense usefulness of wall-hung peg rails and built-in
storage. Industry knows the value of those associations: “Shaker” cabinets are
favorites for today’s kitchens. ▪ Logically, it’s weird. Could there be any group,
religious or civil, seemingly less likely to influence architects and designers than
the United Society of Believers? Christian separatists, they came together in
the late 18th century, a time when outbreaks of frenzied spirituality were
common throughout Europe. Known almost immediately
as the “Shaking Quakers” because of their ecstatic, phys-
ical form of worship, they eventually found a leader in
Ann Lee, an Englishwoman who, though much quoted,
had never learned to write. Shakers live communally.
Eschew private property. Dissolve ties of blood and
marriage. Are celibate. Believe in spirit visitations. Try
to create heaven on earth. ▪ Mother Ann (as she has been
called since her death) brought her small band to America
in 1774, to hardship and persecution. They bought land,
withdrew from “the world,” and became self-sufficient. They were at their
populist height just before the Civil War, when there were six thousand Shakers
in nineteen rural communities. As their membership has diminished, the world’s
fascination with their material culture has grown. by Regina Cole

Since early in the 19th century, Shaker-made goods have been prized. Icons of Shaker design today
are baskets, furniture, oval boxes, flat brooms, and homespun fabrics. While they made the same
objects as other 19th-century rural Americans, the quality of Shaker-made goods tended to be higher.
A Brother, responding to the way Shakers are identified with their physical culture, says, “We are the United Society of Believers, not the United Society of Furniture Makers.”
The “Shaker” objects ubiquitous to mail-order catalogs are based on designs favored by Shakers before the Civil War. They didn’t stay frozen in time, as these pictures show. In the Trustees’ Office at Hancock, Massachusetts (above), flowered wallpaper, an ebonized and gilded mirror, and porcelain knobs replacing wood on built-ins show a much later sensibility. The meeting room in the 1884 Dwelling House at Sabbathday Lake (right) has a stenciled frieze, tall windows, and a lighting fixture very much of its time.

“Form follows function” and “machines for living” could be statements of Shaker emphasis on utility.

"NOT WHAT YOU EXPECTED"

The “Shaker” objects ubiquitous to mail-order catalogs are based on designs favored by Shakers before the Civil War. They didn’t stay frozen in time, as these pictures show. In the Trustees’ Office at Hancock, Massachusetts (above), flowered wallpaper, an ebonized and gilded mirror, and porcelain knobs replacing wood on built-ins show a much later sensibility. The meeting room in the 1884 Dwelling House at Sabbathday Lake (right) has a stenciled frieze, tall windows, and a lighting fixture very much of its time.

FROM OUR LATE-20TH-CENTURY PERSPECTIVE, we love to see Shaker roots in sophisticated modern design. It pleases us to think that wood-frame meeting houses and light-filled rooms had a direct effect on Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Walter Gropius, the iconoclast Frank Lloyd Wright. After all, the Modernists shared a clean, spare sensibility with the Shakers. And didn’t Louis Sullivan say that “form follows function,” and Le Corbusier call his buildings “machines for living”? Both could be statements of the Shaker emphasis on utility.

But to imagine Shaker influence in all design that strips away excess ornamentation is to fundamentally misunderstand the group. As one Shaker Brother said, “We are not the United Society of Furniture Makers.” The group was and is religious. In a supportive environment, where hard work is a form of worship, and where decoration for its own sake is disdained, objects can—and often did—attain transcendent beauty. When their value began to be appreciated by the outside world, Shakers marketed their products accordingly. But, while furniture, herbs, and cloaks became financially important to Shaker communities, they were by-products. Hard as we look, we can’t find any evidence that suggests that the Modernists saw the Shakers any differently from the way they were perceived by most Americans: as a rural, peculiar, Christian cult that sold distinctive, well-made goods.

The Shakers first associated with non-religious endeavors in the early 19th century, when they were the first to package and sell seeds and herbal
The physical culture of the Shakers is revered as they have never been. Before she died, Sister Mildred said, "I don't want to be remembered as a chair."

remedies. A Mt. Lebanon, N.Y., Brother brought a chair to the Shaker booth at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition, starting the taste for Shaker furniture. Grover Cleveland's wife wore a Shaker cloak to his inauguration, setting off a fashion trend. At Sabbathday Lake, Maine, Sister Aurelia Mace was taking baskets and other "fancy goods" to sell to guests at the nearby Poland Springs Resort Hotel by the 1890s.

In the rural areas surrounding their villages, the Shakers had a reputation for honesty, hard work, and ingenuity. Yet their work wasn't universally admired. Charles Dickens, when visiting Mt. Lebanon in 1842, said, "Ranged against the wall were six or eight stiff, high-backed chairs and they partook so strongly of the general grimness, that one would much rather have sat on the floor than incurred the smallest obligation to any of them." He likened the dwellings "to factories or barns." Nathaniel Hawthorne said, after a visit to a Shaker village, that it was "...so neat it was a pain and constraint to look at."

It is useful to know that Dickens, a celebrity at the time, felt slighted during his visit. And mainstream mid-19th century America, which was enjoying the first commercial fruits of the industrial age, had no love for buildings that were still repeating the forms of the long-passe Federal period and for plain country furniture. But after the 1876 Exposition, sophisticated Americans began to see their collective past with a new appreciation for the hand-crafted objects of country life.

Connoisseurs became interested in Shaker material culture. A room in the Sabbathday Lake dwelling house was devoted to a museum exhibit by turn of the century; in 1931 it opened formally. Clara Endicott Sears, a wealthy Bostonian, published "Gleanings From Old Shaker Journals" in 1916. The people most responsible for bringing Shaker culture to the atten-

trestle tables they made around 1830.

The physical culture of the Shakers is revered as they have never been. At auction, furniture sells to famous collectors for hundreds of thousands of dollars. The simplest tool is worth more if it claims Shaker provenance. The irony is not lost on the Shakers themselves. Before she died, Sister Mil-

This room has the pegboard, stove, furniture, and fabric that represent quintessential Shaker design to us today. The Shakers themselves changed with the times, with none of the resistance to technology that characterizes other separatist religious groups.

The physical culture of the Shakers is revered as they have never been. Before she died, Sister Mildred said, "I don't want to be remembered as a chair."

But Sister Frances, the eminently practical leader of the Sabbathday Lake Shakers, is more philosophical. "Some of our best friends first came for the objects. We don't mind that they find them beautiful. And we are, after all, trying to create heaven on earth."
Color came to bathrooms first through tile, paint, and linoleum—pure white was the sole color for plumbing fixtures until almost 1930. The elegant lavender master bath here survives in a house built on Seattle’s Queen Anne Hill in 1928. Original pink tiles and storybook inserts (opposite) are in another bathroom in the same house. No one has been able to trace the tile manufacturer. PHOTOGRAPHS BY LINDA SVENDSEN
Another example of past reality being more playful than a present revival: consider the truly old-fashioned bathroom. One would imagine, looking at today's nostalgic reproduction versions, that all historic bathrooms dated to the early 1920s and had cream-colored wood wainscot, white tiles, and a pedestal sink. The truth is more creative, as you'll see in these pages. We found original bathrooms that have survived, intact and still serviceable, dating from 1882 to 1928. Indoor plumbing came, first to the upper classes and in urban areas, during the height of the Victorian era. Not surprisingly, early bathrooms were large and, well, furnished. Layout and decoration followed the conventions of other rooms: the walls had wainscot (wood or tile), fill, and frieze sections; sinks were set in Elizabethan or neoclassical cabinets; a small rug, a chandelier, and paintings on the wall completed the outfit. As the indoor bathroom became standard over the next 25 years, it got smaller. By the late 'teens, the general acceptance of germ theory had turned the bathroom into a sanitary white chamber of glossy surfaces. Sinks were wall-hung with plumbing exposed, tubs freestanding. The hygienic standard for walls was 3x6-inch white tile. White fixtures did not, of course, dictate an undecorated room. Pedestal sinks, often sculptural, were introduced by 1910 and common through the 1940s. The pedestal tub was standard by 1920; within the decade, the bathtub was built in—

Bathrooms As They Were

intact and still serviceable, dating from 1882 to 1928. Indoor plumbing came, first to the upper classes and in urban areas, during the height of the Victorian era. Not surprisingly, early bathrooms were large and, well, furnished. Layout and decoration followed the conventions of other rooms: the walls had wainscot (wood or tile), fill, and frieze sections; sinks were set in Elizabethan or neoclassical cabinets; a small rug, a chandelier, and paintings on the wall completed the outfit. As the indoor bathroom became standard over the next 25 years, it got smaller. By the late 'teens, the general acceptance of germ theory had sometimes with great panache, as in the bathroom shown on the opposite page, which takes the bath-as-bed tradition a step further with a kind of canopy. Color crept back in during the 1920s, largely the province of tile and flooring manufacturers. Paint companies sold the decorative virtues of color in bathrooms, but the record shows white and ivory paint predominated. Color exploded just before 1930, when manufacturers learned how to reliably color plumbing fixtures, starting right in with orchid and mint green. By 1937 you could buy your toilet in red and navy blue as well as pastels.

by Patricia Poore
Most of us would not want to revisit, let alone reproduce, a true Victorian-era bathroom. Unless, of course, it was a stunner on millionaire’s row.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY

AT THE HOUSE KNOWN AS CLAYTON, WHERE money and taste and a regard for family comfort all came together in aesthetic harmony, the original bathrooms are worth a second look. This is the house purchased by industrialist Henry Clay Frick and his wife Adelaide in the Pittsburgh of 1882. They set about turning the modest Italianate into a French chateau. The new turret provided a place for Mr. Frick’s bath, shown on these pages. It dates to 1897; the high, white-tile wainscot, classical plaster frieze, and marble sink are clearly of the period. The stained-glass dome is of the imagination.

This is not the first old bathroom to be found in a turret. The unusual shape—note the curved tile, the curved door—gives it its uniqueness. But there are plenty of other design ideas here for owners of turn-of-the-century houses to adapt. If you are looking for a pre-1910 ambiance, bring in elements from

His: The private bathroom of Henry Clay Frick at Clayton (Pittsburgh) was built into a turret added to the 1882 house in 1897. It retains original silver-plated fixtures and nickel-plated plumbing. A stained-glass dome serves as the skylit ceiling.
other rooms in the house.

Mrs. Frick's bathroom at Clayton is even earlier, and that much more Victorian. It is said to have changed little since the 1880s. (The bathtub and toilet appear to be from the turn of the century, however.) Muscular woodwork worthy of a parlor, stained glass windows, colored marble vanity and chandelier and chest of drawers and carpet—this is a furnished room, not the sanitary cell of later decades. The tile wainscot is tall, echoing the wall division in other rooms. Rushes, grasses, and irises—plants that thrive at water's edge—are a common decorative theme.

In a lesser Victorian house, a grand bathroom may mean that a former bedroom was later converted.
Bathroom in a Bungalow  

The eccentricities of a single family’s ownership kept this bathroom exactly as it was built in 1915. It is in the Lanterman house, an overscaled bungalow in La Canada-Flintridge, California. Before curatorial cleaning (see top photo), the painted irises in the frieze were barely visible. Despite the decoration, this room is clearly of the “sanitary” era, all white tile and fixtures. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DOUGLAS KEISTER
State of the Art of Clean
PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEPHEN FAZIO

BATH, MAINE, BOASTED MORE MILLIONAIRES per capita than any city in America when this stunning Georgian Revival house was built in 1897. Gaslight, indoor plumbing, and then electricity were introduced as early as anywhere. Built well and with the finest materials and finishes, this house has seen little change over the years. Even the kitchen and butler's pantry remain as built, with only the cooker replaced. (See Old-House Interiors, Spring 1997, pages 46–49.)

All but one of the Victorian bathrooms, however, has been remodeled—albeit sometime before 1920. This one near the family bedrooms is characteristic of its time, with white tiles on floor and wainscot. Pastel wallpaper and Colonial Revival sconces and curtains elevate it above mere utility. Behind the short door is a generous linen closet. The most surprising feature is, of course, the needle shower (behind the entry door in the photo above). Nickel-plated fittings deliver jets of water to various body parts, in addition to the overhead shower. It is almost standard in fancy bathrooms today to include both a bathtub and a shower. Here's an exceptional precedent you can cite. ✦
The strong architectural elements and the woodwork echo the houses of Greene and Greene. Beaten metalwork, Arts and Crafts lighting fixtures, oriental rugs, and custom-designed oak furniture carry out the theme. OPPOSITE: (top & bottom) A Arts and Crafts chandelier illuminates leaded-glass windows in the hall. Living rooms in 1912 Victoria were pale, soft, and Edwardian. The color scheme was based on the green fireplace tiles.
VICTORIA ARTS & CRAFTS

In Victoria, British Columbia, a house built in 1912 evokes the Pasadena of the previous decade.
The house's heritage and interior, however, are very much of their time and place.

by Regina Cole | photographs by James F. Housel

STUART STARK, OF THE HISTORIC design shop Charles Rupert, was in the Victoria store one day when a new area resident walked in. “I just bought a Greene and Greene house,” she said. “No, you haven’t,” Stark countered. “Yes, I did,” she repeated.

They went back and forth like this a few more times, until they agreed: she had, indeed, bought a house very reminiscent of the distinctive homes built by the brothers Greene in Pasadena during the first decade of this century. Her 1912 house, in the prestigious Rockland neighborhood of the British Columbia capital had, however, been designed by California architect Charles King. It is often mistaken for a Greene and Greene house.

It's not surprising. The prominent roof brackets, pergolas, cloud-lift windows, and bungalow massing all echo Greene and Greene's famous designs. The interior, as well, features rich wood paneling, beamed ceilings, and tiled fireplaces.
"The original owners were the Wilsons, a family prominent in Victoria business," Stuart explains. "Mr. and Mrs. Wilson took their honey-moon in California, the story goes, and brought the architect back to design this house for them."

When Judith Finlayson and Andrew Joaquin bought the house, it showed the effects of being a designer's show house about twelve years earlier. The oak stairs were covered with wall-to-wall carpeting, the original light fixtures had been removed, plastic laminate had replaced some of the Douglas fir kitchen cabinets, and one of the bedrooms was papered in black.

"The dining room light fixture was replaced by twin cylinders of glass rods. Even the plumber shuddered," Stuart recalls.

The new owners asked Stuart Stark to restore the house to its Arts and Crafts sensibility while incorporating existing possessions. From their most recent home in Saudi Arabia the couple had brought beaten metal pieces and Persian rugs. Those, and their English oak furniture, were easily at home. Yet they had the ability to edit things that were not. An enormous crystal chandelier, moved across continents for years, was clearly out of its milieu.

"Judith has instinctive good taste," says Stuart. "She didn't know about Arts and Crafts, but she saw that the chandelier wouldn't work in this house, so she got rid of it."

Stuart Stark's stated goal was to make the house look seamless, as though it had been loved and cared for all along. "It helped to know that social life in Victoria at the time this house

Reproduction English oak furniture in the dining room is in happy harmony with hammered metal from the Middle East. Both suit the dramatic woodwork. The cloud-lift windows are an element often used by the Greene brothers in Pasadena.
was built was in the big houses. The living rooms were inevitably pale and soft, more Edwardian than American."

The living room's color scheme was determined by the acid green fireplace tiles, a color not always easy to work with. Another challenge was posed by the room's enormous pocket doors and many windows; the limited wall space and broken areas could easily make for a scattered, unfocused design. Stuart divided the room with twin sofas of his own design. One is oriented towards the fireplace, the other towards the garden. The cream-colored woodwork and the English floral wallpaper were carefully keyed to the green tiles. The result is a pale, serene refuge all times of day and year.

William Morris "Chrysanthemum" wallpaper was installed in the dining room. The dramatic front hall was papered with a Bradbury & Bradbury border that resembles tiles. Wooden inlay taken from it is set into the newel posts and into oak furniture built to Stuart's design. In the center of the hall is a handsome round table, bought secondhand during the homeowners' student days. The once humble piece of furniture is now the focal point of the entry. Two-storey leaded-glass windows and large landscape paintings lead upstairs, where sleeping porches open off bedrooms.

In the butler's pantry, a counter was hinged for access to flour and sugar bins. Today the space hides cans, glass, and newspapers for recycling. "No, it's not an original use of the bins, but it's perfect for homeowners of the '90s," laughs Stuart Stark.
When Lila Vanderbilt married farming theorist Dr. William Seward Webb, the stage was set for a spectacular property to be built on the Vermont shores of Lake Champlain.

by Judith B. Tankard

THE FLOWER GARDENS AT SHELBURNE Farms, with spectacular views overlooking Lake Champlain in Vermont, are a well-kept secret. Maintained by the same family for nearly one hundred years, these historic gardens were originally developed at the turn of the century by Lila Vanderbilt Webb, a granddaughter of millionaire Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt who had vast financial resources at her disposal. Recently restored to their former glory, the gardens are now part of the Inn at Shelburne Farms.

Unlike her siblings, who chose
more traditional watering holes such as Bar Harbor and Newport to establish their dynasties, Lila and her husband, Dr. William Seward Webb, sought out a more pastoral setting in the northern reaches of Vermont. (Lila’s brother George established the French-inspired Biltmore Estate in another remote area: Asheville, North Carolina.) Dr. Webb followed his passion for model farming at Shelburne Farms, building what at one time was the largest breeding barn in the country, while Lila channelled her boundless energy into creating glorious gardens.
Between the house and the lake, terraces lead to an allee of flanking perennial beds. In June the peonies reign.
Their expansive Queen Anne house (now the Inn) was the grandest example of a Gilded Age mansion in the state, but Vermont farmers were understandably indifferent to Dr. Webb's agricultural theories, especially his French stallions which he thanklessly offered local farmers for stud.

While her husband was methodically plotting his 4000-acre estate, Lila was devouring gardening books, for ornamental gardening was all the rage. At first the gardens were formal geometric beds, filled with patterns of brightly colored greenhouse-grown annuals best viewed from the house, but Lila soon grew tired of them. Annual trips to Europe fueled her imagination, while her formidable library of garden books, with classics by British and American writers, was rapidly growing. After returning from Italy one year she decided to make some dramatic alterations.

Beginning in 1912 she reconfigured the gardens into the structure that can be seen today, a series of terraced garden rooms between the house and the lakefront, defined by low brick walls and decorated with Italian statuary purchased on her trips. For the next eight years or so she installed a lily pond filled with Japanese iris, added a rose-covered classical pergola and oval reflecting pool, created a lakefront balustrade, laid out numerous flower borders, and in general moved walls and widened steps as her fancy took her.

As Lila's ever-changing ideas evolved, her sweeping directives to her tireless gardeners could be awesome. One year she instructed them to "curtail upper long border and remove all perennials from the pergola and replace with large clumps of cedars." She would also order plants by the hundreds. One year, for instance, Lila

---

**THE GARDENS**

The family gardens—those proximate to the Webb house, now the Inn at Shelburne Farms—are extensive, yet just a small part of the estate that still boasts 1,400 acres. The progression of house to porch to lawn to terraces to lake is evident in this aerial photo. Between house and terrace, and just out of view to the left, is an oval herb garden for kitchen use, backed by a wall covered with espaliered pears.
ordered over 250 pot-grown roses (she had dozens of varieties of climbers and hybrid teas all over the garden), and another 560 phlox in subtle shades of white, pinks, and lavenders for her phlox border.

But gardening in northern Vermont, then as now, was not without its challenges. Even though tender plants, such as the potted bay trees that lined the balustrade, were religiously over-wintered in the estate greenhouses, one year the bay trees froze in a early cold snap and had to be replaced by yews. Fortunately, descendants of Lila's renowned June-blooming white Queen Victoria peonies (once underplanted with special Shelburne hybrid petunias) are an outstanding feature of the garden today.

As Lila's knowledge deepened, she began to focus more on hardy perennials. By 1920 she was especially smitten with the informal cottage-garden style popularized by English writers such as Gertrude Jekyll and William Robinson. Guided by Alice Martineau's book *The Herbaceous Garden* (her dog-eared copy is in the library today), Lila began to fill the Grand Allée—long flower borders separated by a wide turf walk—with masses of achillea, aquilegia, campanulas, coreopsis, delphinium, dianthus, eryngium, hollyhocks, lilies, and other traditional perennials. She anchored the seventy-foot-long double borders with boxwood pyramids, replacing the Victorian-style potted dracaenas of earlier years.

The garden, which was in its glory in the 1910s and 1920s, slowly began to fade as Lila grew older. After her death in 1936, Aileen Webb, Lila's daughter-in-law, changed the Grand Allée, substituting semi-circles of hostas and annuals for Lila's artistic perennial groupings. Eventually the
Like the large photo on page 66, this view lays out the Grand Allée below the lawn—but from the opposite end. A wall of cedars defines the space.
Summer in Vermont is short but intense. In the humid heat of July, the softer borders of June are superseded by blazing color—lilies, poppies, hollyhocks. They are especially effective against a backdrop of evergreens, the lake shimmering in the distance. While the house stood unchanged, the garden declined after its creator died. It was brought back in the 1980s.
close relationship of the gardens to the house was lost due to subtle changes and well-intentioned attempts to simplify the gardens.

Happily, Lila’s gardens were brought back to life in the early 1980s when the Grand Allée was replanted, using Gertrude Jekyll’s scheme for color-graded borders as an inspiration. Today, the Grieve border at Shelburne Farms (one 10 1/2 feet wide, the other 14 feet wide), the colors gradually shade from cool whites, blues, and pinks in the north ends, through deeper purples, to vivid reds and yellows in the center, and back to cool tones at the south. In midsummer these borders are ablaze with bold stands of some of the original Macleaya cordata and Baptisia australis plants, as well as other hardy perennials: hollyhocks, lilies, achilleas, poppies, coreopsis, and aconitums.

During the restoration, cuttings were made from the original Queen Victoria peonies and the pink Shelburne petunias, although they no longer bloom simultaneously. A formal rose garden was recently re-established, with old roses (such as ‘Fantin-Latour’, ‘Maiden’s Blush’, ‘Boule de Neige’, and ‘Madame Hardy’) along the brick walls and floribundas (such as ‘Gruss an Aachen’ and ‘Iceberg’) in the central beds. The statuary and remaining architectural features have been restored, but the balustrade, which has suffered from serious lakefront erosion over the years, is being reconfigured.

Sparkling against the blue lake from June through early September, the gardens at Shelburne Farms owe much to a dedicated garden staff.

Judith B. Tankard is a landscape historian and garden writer.
The House at Shelburne Farms

At first it was a summer cottage—rather large, designed by R.H. Robertson in 1887. But Dr. and Mrs. Webb became so involved with agricultural experimentation, and the land in Vermont, that they soon made Shelburne Farms their year-round home. Architect Robertson remodeled the house in 1895, tripling its size. It is a handsome brick house, in a sober, English Queen Anne style. Comfortably large rooms—the library, the dining hall, the parlor—allow for both solitude and society. Living porches face north and south, and a vast Game Room invites cards, billiards, and fireside conversation. The house wears its age well, and without revival clichés. Shelburne Farms today is a 1,400-acre working farm and nonprofit environmental education center that welcomes visitors. Call (802) 985-8686 for information. The house is operated from May through October as The Inn at Shelburne Farms; call (802) 985-8498 for reservations.

Photographs by Carolyn Bates
The interior typically combines English and Colonial Revival elements. A favorite room is the library (above); the trophy-filled Game Room is cool and dark even in summer (below). Dr. Webb's bedchamber (now a guest room) features Morris wallpaper ("Pimpernel").
QUEEN VICTORIA WOULD HAVE LOVED COMPUTERS. THE ATTITUDE of enthusiastic acceptance regarding the latest scientific advances began in the mid-19th century, as the Victorians warmly embraced new technologies and inventions. Industry was, in fact, considered a branch of the Fine Arts. Novel materials and media were exhibited at the Crystal Palace exhibition in London in 1851, fueling public interest and setting style standards for both industrial and decorative arts. Victorian-era periodicals championed the versatility as well as the exotic beauty of papier-mâché; displayed on the parlor table, a sculpture in Parian Ware of Wagner or of Her Majesty showed to one and all the owner's...
progressive good taste. These Victorian decorative materials seem charming and even quaint to our eyes, but they were quite innovative and greeted with excitement when they were developed. Let's take a closer look.

PAPIER-MÂCHE According to antiques dealer Andy Jopol, one could find just about anything imaginable made from papier-mâché in the late 19th century, from simple sewing boxes or spectacle cases to ornate and elaborate chairs, tables—and even a complete piano at the 1851 Exhibition. (It reportedly had extremely poor acoustics!) Papier-mâché was made by soaking sheets of thick, porous paper in a solution of flour, glue, and water, which were then laid in a metal mold and baked. The process was repeated until the required thickness was obtained (a 1/4-inch-thick tray required 10 layers). Influenced by the Victorians' love of nature and the exotic, designs ranged from simple floral patterns to romantic, turreted castles or faraway oriental scenes.

Invented in China in the second century, papier-mâché for decorative objects was introduced in Europe when Englishman Henry Clay patented a process for its manufacture in 1792. The French had been using papier-mâché before this for architectural ornamentation, taking advantage of its durable but lightweight qualities for ceiling and wall moldings. (George Washington had the ceiling moldings at Mount Vernon made of papier-mâché.) By the middle of the 19th century, more than thirty companies in England produced everything from letter openers to bedroom suites made of papier-mâché. The Arts and Crafts movement's emphasis on simpler, less ornate objects put papier-mâché in a bad light; production finally ceased by the end of World War I.

PARIAN WARE First called "Statuary Porcelain," Parian was developed in England in 1845. Fine porcelain had
Steel now seems an odd material for jewelry and decorative beading. But cut-steel beads were a Victorian alternative to diamonds.

been available since the early 18th century. Popular as they were, however, unglazed bisque figures were difficult to maintain, as the matte finish cracked and absorbed dirt and discoloration that could not be removed. The invention of Parian Ware, probably by several English potteries simultaneously, at last provided porcelain manufacturers with a dense, smooth, marble-like surface resistant to soiling. The general public got its first glimpse of the creamy white statues at the 1851 Exhibition. Subjects ranged from the exotic and mysterious "Indian fruit girl" to more classical figures: a languid Venus and a cavorting Bacchus. Demand skyrocketed and potteries in England, France, and the United States soon began production. Minton, Copeland, and Wedgwood offered reduced versions of famous figures or sculptural groups. Other potteries sold commemorative busts—a regal Queen Victoria, a pensive Shakespeare. Vases, jugs, tableware, and even jewelry could also be found in this new material described by "Mr. Gibson, R.A., the eminent Sculptor, (as) 'decidedly the best material, next to Marble'" in Copeland's 1848 catalogue. Production peaked from the 1850s-1880s.

Its decline had two causes. Classically inspired and marble-white, Parian was ignored by the Aesthetic Movement, with its emphasis on colorful and ornate decorative objects. Then, cheap figurines imported from Japan, matte-finished like Parian but crudely made in hard porcelain, flooded the market. By the turn of the century, Parian was associated with these poor-quality products. Its production was over by 1940—an important technological advance in porcelain, forgotten in just under 100 years.

IVORY Hair combs, shaving mirrors, umbrella handles, walking sticks, piano keys, and billiard balls were carved from elephant tusks (the best reputed to be from the elephants of Ceylon). English factories in the
A Parian Ware sculpture had distinct advantages: it fit on the parlor table, it was affordable, and it showed off the owner's progressive good taste.

Sheffield area manufacturing ivory knife handles were the largest consumers. By the mid-1800s, elephants were being hunted to the point of extinction, however. In 1868, John Wesley Hyatt succeeded in refining cellulose (raw vegetable matter obtained from guncotton) with camphor to produce a plastic material easily molded and shaped by machines and mass production.

**CELLULOID** Its name reflecting its origin from cellulose, the new material proved unacceptable for making billiard balls. So Hyatt and his brother Isaiah Smith turned to a more practical application: dentures! Tinted to imitate everything from ivory to tortoiseshell, this plastic material was fashioned into toilet articles, shirt cuffs and collars, elaborate hair combs and brooches, and photo albums. Because of its low cost and wide use, however, celluloid was soon regarded by the upper classes as "vulgar and artificial," appropriate only for the clerical workers who used celluloid cuffs and collars to make a shirt last between washings. Celluloid soon proved to have one serious drawback: guncotton was very flammable. *Scientific American* published the story of one poor young woman who sat too close to a cozy fire and watched in horror as the celluloid buttons on her dress burst into flames, "forcing her to choose between her modesty and her life." Celluloid denture wearers found, to their dismay, that their dental plates had a tendency to warp and melt if they drank hot liquids! Replaced by more durable plastics, celluloid production ceased by the turn of the century.

AND THERE WAS MORE, AN ENDLESS LIST of new and wondrous products introduced during the reign of Victoria. **CUT STEEL** was used as a fashionable substitute for diamonds. A brown-black rubber derived from the sap of the Malaysian paraquium tree, **GUTTA PERCHA** was used in jewelry and daguerreotype frames. It is hard to escape industry's influence on culture and life today. But that started with the Victorians!

\[\text{\textcopyright 2023 BURROWS STUDIO} \]
Some of the most famous homes in America and abroad share a common thread. William Morris’s Kelmscott Manor in England, Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage, and the residence of Abraham Lincoln—just to name a few—are graced by our two-ply reversible ingrain carpets. We offer 15 documented patterns from the late 18th to the early 20th century. Nowhere else in this country will you find such fine quality historical reproductions.

Send $4.00 (PA residents add 6% sales tax) for a color brochure to:

Family Heir-Loom Weavers
755 Meadowview Drive, Red Lion, PA 17356
(717) 246-2431
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Faux Tile, Crackled

by Pierre Finkelstein

It isn’t necessarily cheaper to create faux tile than it is to install actual handmade tile. But simulation allows you to work on curved surfaces and other places where tile is hard to install. You can also create particular color combinations and other custom effects. (Floors and surfaces that get wet need special preparation and finishing.)

This demonstration assumes 3x3 or 4x4 squares. (Visit a tile store to survey a range of shapes and dimensions.) I recommend an oil-based primer followed by two coats of eggshell-finish alkyd base paint. Because it dries quickly, most faux tile is painted in acrylics.

**STEP 1.** Lightly sand and dust the dry, base coated surface. Draw your grid with a 5H pencil. Using a glazing brush, glaze the surface for the yellow tiles heavily with glaze #1 (see Material Notes) + white + chrome yellow + a touch of yellow ochre. Stipple the surface with a stippling brush, then smooth out with a coetail or badger brush. Let dry.

**STEP 2.** Your grid [continued on p. 84]

---

At top: The finished project: faux tile with a crackle finish. 1. Glaze the surface heavily, stipple, then smooth out with a coetail or badger brush. Let dry. 2. Redraw the grid if necessary, tape off every other tile, then glaze, stipple, and smooth out each tile.
Your most powerful partner when you are buying, building or remodeling a home is your lender.

Introducing the Stratford Custom Tailored Loan

- Land - 80% of price
- New construction - 90% of costs
- Remodels - 100% of costs
- No income Qualifiers

Loans to 10 million
Call 1-800-727-6050

THE MICA LAMP CO.
517 State Street • Glendale, CA 91203
800-90-LAMPS • Fax: (818) 241-7227
Arts & Crafts Lamps and Fixtures

Call for the Mica Lamp dealer nearest you.
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should still be visible (though just barely); if not, redraw it lightly. Tape off every other tile with low-tack white tape, then glaze the exposed tiles individually with glaze #2 + white + chrome yellow + yellow ochre, varying tonality by adding raw sienna, chrome yellow, and white. Stipple, then smooth it out with a cocktail or badger brush, wiping the brush often. Let dry.

**STEP 3.** Gently remove the tape; you can use a hair dryer to soften the adhesive. Repeat step 2: tape off remaining tiles, then apply glaze. Although adjacent tiles should be glazed to create a contrast of value (dark to light), this should not be done in a systematic way. Let dry.

**STEP 4.** Using glaze #2 + chrome oxide deep + chrome green oxide + raw sienna + yellow ochre + a touch of burnt sienna (to tone down the greens), paint the Amazon green tiles as described in step 2. Note that the row of darker green rectangular tiles along the bottom are a darker value. Let dry.

**STEP 5.** Lightly sand and dust, then glaze yellow tiles for a crackle effect. Apply crackle varnish #1 (see Material Notes), let set to proper tack, then apply a well-stretched, generous coat of crackle varnish #2. If simply allowed to dry, cracks will appear in 2 to 4 hours. To speed up the process and produce larger, almost instantaneous cracks, let set for 15 to 30 minutes, then dry with a hair dryer.

To vary the crackle patterns, I waited a day before applying a crackle effect to the Amazon green tiles, using a commercial transparent crackle varnish product by Lefranc & Bourgeois, applied and manipulated in the same way as my crackle varnish recipe. [continued on p. 86]
ARTISAN – HERITAGE COLLECTION American Hand-Crafted Tile

A rustic kitchen full of warmth, comfort, and laughter is a wonderful spot to tell stories of the day and discuss dreams of tomorrow. You are invited in to relax with us, take off your shoes, and enjoy a glass of wine basking in the colors of the earth...

ARTISAN-HERITAGE COLLECTION
by Jeffrey Court, Inc.
A California Tile Maker

Jeffrey Court INC.

Notting Hill DECORATIVE HARDWARE

The Beauty is in the Details
Hand-cast pewter or bronze knobs with exceptional clarity and depth of relief. Additional finishes available.
P.O. Box 1376
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Ph 414-248-8890 Fax 414-248-7876
www.nottinghill-usa.com

Hand Printed ART WALLPAPER

Birchwood Frieze from our Arts & Crafts Collection
Adelphi Frieze from our Victorian Collection
Available by Mail Order
Free Arts & Crafts Brochure Complete Catalog: $12.00
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A Walk in the Woods

STAIN-GRADE INTERIOR COLUMNS

In all the popular designer woods

Nothing elevates an interior landscape like artfully crafted and richly finished real wood columns.

Turncraft stain-grade and paint-grade columns transform common space into the extraordinary. Call today for a free product portfolio: (800) 423-3311

Let dry for 24 hours.

**STEP 6.** Using the glazing brush, coat the yellow tiles with glaze #3 + raw umber. Stipple the glaze, allow it to set for 15 minutes, then wipe it. Fold a cotton rag several times to make a hard pad, or wrap it around a small block of wood. Keep unfolding the rag to expose clean areas so that it wipes off the surface effectively, leaving dark tones only in the cracks. Repeat for the green tiles, but this time tinting glaze #3 with chrome oxide deep. Let dry.

**STEP 7.** Varnish all the tiles with a gloss- or semigloss-finish oil-based varnish. While imparting a nice sheen to the tiles before adding the trompe l'oeil grout lines, which will have a matte finish, it also seals the gum arabic portion of the crackling varnish. Let dry.

**STEP 8.** Using a striping edge and flat brush, paint the grout lines in medium-grey acrylic (white + raw umber + burnt umber) thinned with water. Paint lines one tile at a time for an uneven effect. Let dry.

**STEP 9.** With an off-white acrylic mixture (white + yellow ochre + raw umber), paint the highlight beneath the grout lines and at the edges of each. Let dry.

This technique is not for beginners. For more information, see resources on page 108.

Pierre Finkelstein is the author of The Art of Faux and Recipes for Surfaces, and owner of Grand Illusion Decorative Painting, Inc.
HERE'S SOMETHING WE CAN PROMISE WON'T LAST FOREVER

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS BACK ISSUES!

They’re going quickly; don’t be left out. Once they are gone, they will not be reprinted. Interiors back issues are brimming with design ideas, resources, and down-to-earth, helpful advice. Check the issues listed below to find topics that suit you best, or buy them all! Each issue, of course, also contains our regular departments. If you haven’t yet discovered the wealth of information we have to offer, you really don’t know what you’re missing.

**Summer 1994**: Colonial Restoration; Shingle Style; William Morris & Old Colony Style

**Summer 1995**: Bayou Beauty; Colonial Revival; Dressing Windows

**Fall 1995**: Bathrooms; Rustic Traditions; Color Placement

**Winter 1995**: Greek Revival; Artistic Friezes; Victorian in San Francisco; Interior Trim Colors

**Spring 1996**: Irish Country House; Anglo-Japanese; Stickley Furniture; Bungalow Gardens

**Summer 1996**: Queen Anne House; English Style; Kitchens Interpreted; Wall Murals

**Fall 1996**: Morris in America; Creole Cottage; Brick Walks; Bungalow Color Schemes

**Winter 1996**: Farmhouse Kitchens; Arts & Crafts Revived; Italianate

**Spring 1997**: Original Kitchens (1880–1910); 1920s Tudor Revival; Roots of Country

**Summer 1997**: Small Bathrooms; Stick Style; Gothic Inspiration

**Fall 1997**: What Is Craftsman?; Empire Elegance; Kitchen Additions; Stickley’s Own House

**Winter 1997**: Victorian Revival; Arts & Crafts Gardens; Brownstone Aesthetic; Finding Storage Space; Old House in Santa Fe

**Spring 1998**: Bungalow Kitchens; Greek Revival Farmhouse; Period Trim Colors

**Summer 1998**: Cottages; Tudor Intensive; Modern Furniture in a 1928 House; Porches; Roses

Call in your MasterCard or VISA order to:

**978-281-8803** Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. est.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS LIBRARY
2 MAIN STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930

**CODE: FALL98**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RESTORATION DIRECTORY ($9.95 + $2 SHIPPING)</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 1994</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 1995</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 1995</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter 1995</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 1996</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 1996</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 1996</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter 1996</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 1997</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 1997</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 1997</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter 1997</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spring 1998</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Summer 1998</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mail this form with your payment; Call in your MasterCard or VISA order; or Fax your order to us at 978-283-4629
WE WHO LOVE OLD HOUSES aren't like everybody else. We might crave mainstream acceptance, or we might persist in believing that, if educated, indoctrinated, or won over in some way, the rest of the world will come to understand what it is we love so much. But, in fact, most people want a new house. They want the corners well-lit and empty, the floors level, the walls untouched by long-gone inhabitants who had their own tastes, histories, and messy lives.

It's not just an appreciation for historic architecture that drives old-house lovers. Although there are the avid devotees of particular period styles (who can become more dogmatic in re-creating an era than that era ever was), the love of old houses is both more complicated and simpler than that. We appreciate that the past is with us, we love the beauty of aged surfaces, we like to see ourselves as part of a continuum. Loving an old house is exhilarating—and humbling. We know that preserving it won't end wars or cure disease, but we know that it will make the world a little more... honest? beautiful?

That's the mindset that keeps us in houses threatening to fall down around our ears. We take on a thousand chores, at often considerable inconvenience and expense, because we prefer the results to living in what some of us think of as sterile white boxes. We are not mainstream; we are probably crazy. And, like crazy people everywhere, we recognize our offbeat sensibility when we encounter it in others. We are the people who sigh over the original paneling in a friend's dining room, we drag our children through house tours in obscure hamlets, we pore over the pictures in old books and magazines, looking for clues that will help us to understand the mystery of the past. We don't want to live in the past, but we do want the past to inform our lives today.

The love for old houses extends to the old things that fill them. The fact of an old object's existence impresses us. [continued on page 90]
Largest Selection of Antique American Oak and Victorian Furniture in New England

(413) 527-1022
Route 10, Southampton,
MA 01073

Three Large Barns Full!
Open Saturday 10-5 · Closed August Appointments welcome.
Directions: Exit 3 off Mass. Pike (I-90), go 7 mi. north on Route 10
Custom Video Tape $25. Store brochure $2

NEW
On-Line Catalog with
over 200 items pictured.
http://www.southants.com

Circle no. 209

Hardware for All Occasions

Builders Hardware
- Brass
- Bronze
- Wrought Iron

Pull Knobs
- Wrought Iron
- Cabinet Hardware

Wrought Iron
Bathroom Accessories
- Tissue-holder
- Towel Bar
- Towel Ring

Door Hardware
- Pocket Door Lock
- Door Lever

G-U Hardware, Inc
11761 Rock Landing Drive Ste. M6, Newport News, VA 23606
ph (757) 873-1097 fax (757) 873-1298 website: www.g-u.com email: g-u@g-u.com

Circle no. 143
This chest has survived for two hundred years, who am I to mess with it now? is the way we think.

Photographers Steve Gross and Sue Daley, who are Old-House Interiors photographers, have a new book out. Called At Home with the Past, its subtitle helps to explain this obsession of ours: How the Love of Old Things Creates Beautiful Interiors. Unlike their previous book, Old Houses, this one doesn’t focus exclusively on historic houses. They show decommissioned firehouses, fishing camps, lofts, reconfigured churches, tenements. They have not applied any rules of authenticity: these are the houses they found beautiful, full of character, and, therefore, worth photographing. With their eye for the telling detail, they show peeling walls, rusted radiators, shelves crammed with pink flamingos, curvaceous American Empire settees, 1930s Paris club chairs, and collections of all sorts.

Not that the book doesn’t have its share of history and period elegance. An 1820 Greek Revival house in upstate New York is furnished with a superb collection of formal early-19th-century American furniture, including a gorgeous Empire sleigh bed that reportedly held Joseph Bonaparte. The new owner, who had spent years collecting fine 18th-century English Queen Anne furniture, realized that those pieces were wrong for this house. He devoted eight years to finding furniture that was right.

We travel from New York to Louisiana to California and to places in between. There are no 17th-century houses, and no stark modern interiors. There is, however, a Moorish fantasy in Hollywood, a fifties cabin in the Catskills, and a home furnished with what is described as a “glitzy disco look.”

The book [continued on page 92]
TRADITIONAL STORMS & SCREENS

Still the best product you can put on your window!

Costs less than you think!
Quick turn-around!
Energy efficient for both heating and cooling
Simplicity itself, easy to measure and fit
Quality mortise- and- tenon construction
Solid pine, no finger jointing
Custom made to your size
Preservative treated for long life.

HISTORIC LIGHTING

Craftsman Revival & Period Style Lighting, Furniture & Accessories

Representing Leading Manufacturers and Noted Local Craftsmen & Artisans

114 East Lemon Avenue • Old Town Monrovia
tel 626-303-4899 • fax 626-358-6159 • www.historiclighting.com

DESIGNED BY THE AGES. CRAFTED BY HAND.

Fischer & Jirouch has been hand-crafting plaster ornaments by the same methods for nearly 100 years. We use only traditional plaster in replicas of our 1,500 designs from a variety of periods. Architects, tradespeople, and do-it-yourselfers rely on our pieces to enhance their exterior and interior projects. We also offer custom reproduction.

Hand-crafted Fischer & Jirouch ornaments are as easy to work with as wood and authentic throughout. Send for our 144-page catalog ($10 US, $15 Canadian).

No credit cards.
We ship UPS only (no P.O. boxes)
Canadian orders in U.S. dollars

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4821 Superior Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Tel. (216) 361-3840 FAX (216) 361-0650
Secret of the Hearth

by Susan Mooring Hollis

I am restoring an 1872 Italianate. The fireplaces have mantels, but no real fireboxes and no tiled hearths. Because of a hole drilled in the floor and a telltale ring above the mantel, I've been told the house had gas heat. What is it supposed to look like?  
Ronda David-Burroughs  
Greenfield, Indiana

The fireplaces have mantels, but no real fireboxes and no tiled hearths. Because of a hole drilled in the floor and a telltale ring above the mantel, I've been told the house had gas heat. What is it supposed to look like?  
Ronda David-Burroughs  
Greenfield, Indiana

WITH THE ADVENT OF CENTRAL HEAT IN the 19th century, wood-burning fireplaces were no longer the best source of heat. But the symbolic importance of the fireplace led builders to adapt the traditional hearth as a surround for the heat source.

It is possible that your house had gas heat. The last quarter of the 19th century was the heyday of coal-gas heat in the U.S. Gas fires were installed flush with the wall, with no firebox required. The cast iron unit reproduced the look of register grates, which had made wood fireplaces much more efficient; the gas fire would have contained heating elements, perhaps of asbestos, which imitated the look of glowing coals. Coal-gas companies piped gas into houses; other houses had a coal furnace in the basement to produce the coal gas. The ring above your mantel might have been for a gaslight sconce, but two flanking sconces would have been more likely.

On the other hand, it would have been very unusual for a fireplace, even a purely decorative one, to have lacked a hearth. Perhaps your flooring was replaced at some time, and the hearth tiles removed.

Then again, the ring above your mantel could indicate a smoke pipe for a woodstove. Woodstoves were sometimes placed on a large piece of stone, usually soapstone, instead of on a tiled hearth. The hole in the floor suggests a gas fire, but it could have had some other purpose.

You could do research locally. Are there any other similar houses in your neighborhood or by the same builder in your town? Was there a coal gas company operating in Greenfield in 1872? To find out, look at the ads in 1870s newspapers on microfilm at the town library. [continued on page 96]

Outfitted just like a hearth, this ca. 1889 fireplace contains a furnace register; it never burned wood.
CRAFTSMAN HARDWARE CO.

CHRIS EFKER

HAND-HAMMERED COPPER
hardware with authentic detail
and style. The most
complete line of
ARTS AND CRAFTS
period architectural and
cabinet hardware available
including a full line of electrical
plates in four distinctive styles.

For Catalog Send $6 to:
Craftsman Hardware Co.
PO. Box 161
Marceline, MO 64658
660-376-2481, Fax 660-376-4076
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Before

After

Restoration and Replication
of Historic Lighting

THE ORIGINAL CAST
LIGHTING

6120 DELMAR BLVD • ST. LOUIS, MO 63112
314.863.1895 • FAX 314.863.3278
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We inherited my grandmother's Queen Anne house, but not her furniture. Any low-cost suggestions for furnishing it?

Richard and Louise Andrews
Greensboro, North Carolina

HAUNTED ESTATE SALES AND FLEA MARKETS

and unassuming antiques shops. One quick idea: make tables out of plywood and concrete blocks which you cover to the floor. Make a rather fitted cover or just drape it with velvet and then a shawl. Large rectangular tables look better than the ubiquitous little round draped tables. Block-based models won't work for dining, but make great buffet tables or behind-the-sofa tables or hall consoles or vanities. With an ornate mirror set on top, a rectangular table draped in velvet and linen makes a bedroom right out of a Dutch Master genre scene.

Is it true that a rug is a kilim if it is reversible? How long have kilims been used in American interiors?

John Hemenway
Carmel, California

A KILIM IS A FLAT-WOVEN RUG, AS OPPOSED TO A HAND-KNOTTED RUG, FROM THE TRADITIONALLY ISLAMIC COUNTRIES OF NORTH AFRICA, THE MIDDLE EAST, SOUTHWESTERN ASIA, AND ESPECIALLY TURKEY. "Kilim" is Turkish, but these graphic rugs have other names: "hanbel" in North Africa, "palas" in the Caucasus, "gelim" in Iran, "kelim" in Afghanistan. Other parts of the world produce rugs of similar weave, from Navajo rugs and Mexican sarapes to Scandinavian and Eastern European examples. Lighter than hand-knotted rugs, kilims have been used not just as rugs, but also as hangings in nomadic tents to create partitions, and even as sun-shades on poles outside of houses.

The most common weave for kilims is the slitweave, which is reversible. It is an easy weave to do, and produces stepped color blocks which work for geometric shapes. There are actual slits in the rug which can lead to tearing.

Kilims do not have as long a history of use in America as the hand-knotted rugs of the Middle East and Turkey. A few avant-garde world travelers such as painter Frederic Church, who brought home many Moorish artifacts for his fantasy house Olana, used them in the late-19th century as portières and table covers. Kilims have been imported in large quantities only in the past several decades. Their strong designs make them at home in Mission and Modernist interiors. Kilims should be used in low traffic areas or as wall hangings or portières.

See Resources on page 108 for more information.
Since an "Elevette®" provides a new dimension of luxury and practical convenience for owners of older homes, today's designers usually provide space in their plans for a residential elevator. It fits easily into restorations or renovations and is tax-deductible when doctor recommended.

For free literature, contact:

**INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA**
Dept. 22
PO Box 1557
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1557
Phone 717-234-8065
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**ANTIQUE HEART PINE FLOORING**
T&G Planks up to 11" wide
EXPOSED BEAMS
Dry ▲ Aged - Superb
Heart Pine, Stairparts

**ANTIQUE HEART CYPRESS**
Custom Milling ▲ Doors
Paneling ▲ Shutters

**AMERICAN HARDWOOD FLOORING**
Beautiful
Unfinished or Prefinished
Naildown or Gluedown

For a Free Brochure, call:
(504) 567-1155
www.albanywoodworks.com

Albany Woodworks
P.O. BOX 729, ALBANY, LA 70711
Circle no.517
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**Your kitchen... a unique work of art**

**HAWORTH furniture**

- **Northeast America**
  - Weston Kitchens
    - Wellesley, MA
    - 781.237.7100
  - The Kitchen
    - Madison, NJ
    - 973.377.6444

**Your kitchen... a unique work of art**

954.973.8312
Circle no.896

---

**THOS. MOSER CABINETMAKERS**
Freeport, Maine - New York, NY - San Francisco, CA

917.570.8040
www.thosmoser.com
Circle no.72

---

**Grace. Utility. Lasting value.**

Call for our free catalog:
1-800-708-9703
www.thosmoser.com
When traveling, do you ever wonder where the oldest building in town is? Who built it, and when, and why? If so, you are like many Americans. Sixth-grade history lessons put us to sleep, but knowing something about the origins of an unfamiliar place helps us to understand it. We've explored some of those origins by finding the (arguably) oldest house in several key cities and towns.

The oldest house still standing in the U.S. is in Saint Augustine, Florida. That is, the...
GONZALEZ–ALVAREZ HOUSE is called the “Oldest House” by the St. Augustine Historical Society, which has run it as a house museum since 1918. However, the house built around 1565 by Pedro Menéndez de Avilés as part of a Spanish military outpost was raided and burned by Sir Francis Drake in 1586, sacked by English pirates in 1668, and reduced to ashes again in 1702 when English troops from the Carolinas attacked!

A more substantial tabby (a mixture of lime, shell, and sand) house was built after the 1702 fire. When Florida was ceded by Spain to England in 1763, the 3000 Spanish residents of St. Augustine were forced to leave. Major Joseph Peavett, a retired British officer, purchased the house and started a chain of additions and alterations to what was almost certainly a flat-roofed, one-storey dwelling. The house we see today certainly does not include any parts of Pedro Menéndez de Avilés’ 1565 home, but the site he built on has been continually occupied ever since. In an area where “old” often refers to the 1920s, this house is a reminder that Florida had a history before theme parks and land speculators.

IPSWICH, MASSACHUSETTS was founded by English settlers in 1633 in order to claim the area during a period of French invasions from Nova Scotia. By 1634, the settlers had survived their first New England winter, and what must be the first subdivision in American history was created when house lots were laid out.

The MERCHANT-CHOATE HOUSE, in that subdivision, has a Federal façade, inside of which is a first-period cottage. The H-beam construction is typical of East Anglia during the 16th
ABOVE: Inside this Federal façade is a 1636 cottage. It is not unusual for such an early house to be surrounded by later construction. RIGHT: The main room of that cottage, in the front right of the building, is in remarkably intact condition. The fireplace is slightly shorter than it was originally. BELOW: The neoclassical Ursuline Convent in New Orleans dates to 1748, with an early-20th-century entry. BOTTOM: The library is a repository of church archives.

century, leading to speculation that it was built by an older person. The central summer beam has survived intact because it was boxed in shortly after the house was built. Also intact are the chamfered lintel and the lamb’s-tongue lintel stops. The fireplace was originally about \( \frac{1}{2} \) feet wider, but the room’s condition is remarkable.

Historians date the Merchant-Choate House at some time between 1634 and 1636. Well-known architectural historian and preservationist Abbott Lowell Cummings called the Merchant-Choate House “the oldest and the single most important house in North America.” His enthusiasm is based on the fact that the house is still vital and alive, inhabited by 11 successive generations of owners. “When it becomes a museum house,” says Jim Kyprianos of the Ipswich Historical Society, “a house stops living.”

IN NEW ORLEANS, “colonial” means French. The Louisiana territory had been claimed for Louis xiv in 1682, but settlement in earnest started in 1718. A 1721 census showed a population of 470, including 277 whites, 172 black slaves, and 21 Indian slaves.

Destroyed by fire, the first URSULINE CONVENT was replaced in 1748 by the neoclassical building that still stands at the corner of Chartres and Ursulines Street.

Part of the building has been used, at various times, as a temporary home of the state legislature, the first orphanage and day nursery in America, a boy’s college, and the first pharmacy in Louisiana. It is a repository for Catholic Church administrative archives, and is open for research. [continued on page 102]
Fall Special

Fine Furniture In The American Tradition

Working in the tradition of the great American cabinetmakers of the eighteenth century, David Lefort’s goal and aspiration is to create works of art unsurpassed in beauty and craftsmanship.

Each piece is the achievement of a master cabinetmaker. Every board is meticulously matched for figure and grain, every surface is hand planed, every dovetail hand cut, and every leg and decorative element hand carved.

As a mark of pride, the individual piece bears the cabinetmaker’s signature pledging a personal guarantee of enduring quality.

Priced in Cherry
Available Curly Maple an Additional $200.00
Carter Hall
Danvers, MA
800-852-0590

Massachusetts Chest
$1795.00

Q A Lowboy
$1095.00
Minton Hollins
Fine English Tilemakers since 1843
AN EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION OF CERAMIC TILES
• Hand decorated 1, 2 and 5 tile designs.
• Coordinating plain colors, profiled capping edge trims and mouldings.
• Authentic Victorian, Art Nouveau and Art Deco designs.
• Complementary Geometric and Encaustic floor and hearth tiles.

Color brochures available for:
Glazed wall/fireplace tiles ($2.)
Unglazed Geometric/Encaustic floor and hearth tiles.

H&R JOHNSON Dept. OHI
P.O. Box 234, Brielle, NJ 08730
732.528.2248 Fax: 732.528.2249
Minton Tile@aol.com

_CLOCKWISE: (from top left) At San Juan Capistrano, a statue romanticizes the conversion of California's native population. The earliest mission, San Diego de Alcala, shows classical and Moorish influences. La Purisima Concepcion was built in 1787._

LOS ANGELES is almost synonymous with the new, but evidence of early settlers exists in the 21 FRANCISCAN MISSIONS built between 1769 and 1823 along "El Camino Real," the King's Highway, where missions were a day's horseback ride apart.

They were established in the dying days of the Spanish Empire, two and a half centuries after the Spanish had founded Mexico City as the capital of New Spain on the ruins of an Aztec city. While the riches that had been found in Mexico and South America were hoped for in California, settling there was troublesome; Mexico was too sparsely populated to send people north, and Spain did not allow foreigners to live in her colonies. A scheme for the settlement of California was devised by Spain and the Catholic Church: the church would convert the native Californians while the state sent soldiers to protect the missionaries and punish recalcitrant natives.

The missions are a mixture of classical Roman forms as they were recast during the Renaissance and the eighteenth century neo-classical period, and of Moorish decorative elements. [continued on page 104]
Finally, A Kitchen for the Rest of Us!

YesterTec has redefined the kitchen into a collection of beautiful, highly functional pieces of furniture that incorporate the convenience of today's modern kitchens with the look of an age that valued simplicity and function. Appliances including ovens, cooktops, microwaves, refrigerators and dishwashers are completely concealed in our U.L. Listed workstations. You can create each classically inspired, heirloom quality piece by selecting predesigned components from our extensive catalog. Available nationwide.

For more information or a complimentary brochure, call us at 610-838-1194 or visit our web site at www.yestertec.com.

Inspired by the Ages Innovative for Our Time

Kitchen Workstation Furniture
Design • Sales • Manufacturing
When a room needs to be more -and less -than a kitchen!
ALASKA, of course, was colonized from another direction. As his last official act just before his death in 1725, Russian Tsar Peter the Great commissioned an expedition that was to investigate the unknown territory beyond the Russian Far East. Commanded by the Danish captain Vitus Bering, the crew brought back 600 sea otter pelts. Called the "Soft Gold," these pelts caused a sensation. They, more than the concept of manifest destiny, spurred the colonization of Alaska by Russia. Russia's first colonial capital was Kodiak, but the waters around the island were depleted of sea otters by the late 18th century. The Russian-American Company built a fortification north of a native Tlingit village called "Shee-Atka." Tlingit warriors soon destroyed it in a bloody battle, but Russian gunships prevailed. In 1808 a new fort was built and the town was now called New Archangel. The name was later changed to SITKA. As the center of Russian power, a house was built for the Bishop of the Russian Orthodox Church in 1842.

For 127 years, until the building was finally abandoned, the RUSSIAN BISHOP'S HOUSE not only quartered the bishop and his staff, but also contained classrooms, a seminary, offices, a kitchen, a dining room, a formal reception room, and the bishop's chapel. Even after the transfer of Alaska to the United States in 1867, Russian Orthodoxy continued to be the most lasting legacy of Alaska's colonial past.

A decrepit Russian Bishop's House was painstakingly restored by the National Park Service between 1972 and 1988. Surprisingly, there was little involvement in the project by the former Soviet Union. It is now open to the public as a museum.
A LOVE OF THE HEART...
America's premier flooring manufactured from antique heart pine timbers

J.L. Powell & Co. Inc.
(910) 622-8909  •  (800) 227-2007
660 South Madison Street
Whiteville, N.C. 28472

CHADSWORTH'S 1.800.COLUMNS
Voted No. 1 Brand in U.S.
WOOD•POLYSTONE™•FIBERGLASS
1.800.486.2118
TELEPHONE 1.800.763.7600 • TELEFAX 1.800.763.1391 • WWW.1OLUMNS.COM
277 SOUTHERN STREETS•HISTORIC WILMINGTON, NC 28401
ATLANTA  •  PRIVATE CONSULTATION 1.800.763.4314  •  LONDON EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 01.287.8718

CEILINGS PLUS
The Elegance and Beauty of Yesterday for Today!

Exact replicas of the beautiful old tin ceilings are now available in durable, lightweight, high impact polymer plastic. They are easy to install, paintable and washable. Available in fire-rated materials and colors. Several patterns from which to choose. Please write or call:

P.O. Box 210, Blanchard, LA 71009
Office (318) 929-7398
FAX (318) 929-3923

Hardwood Armoires are “interior-designed.”
Pick a style to suit your bedroom, guest room, den, mudroom, any room.
Pick a solid hardwood to suit you and generations to follow.
Call or write for a FREE 48 page Color Catalog.

Yield House™
P.O. 2525, Dept. 2471, Conway, NH 03818  •  1-800-659-0206, Dept. 2471

Hardwood Armoires are “interior-designed.”
Pick a style to suit your bedroom, guest room, den, mudroom, any room.
Pick a solid hardwood to suit you and generations to follow.
Call or write for a FREE 48 page Color Catalog.

Yield House™
P.O. 2525, Dept. 2471, Conway, NH 03818  •  1-800-659-0206, Dept. 2471
We offer the finest pre-engineered pavilions and garden structures, prefabricated and shipped throughout the United States and internationally. Call for a complete catalog.

DALTON PAVILIONS, INC.
Designers of the finest gazebos & garden structures
20 Commerce Dr, Telford, PA 18969 Tel 215-721-1492 Fax 721-1501

Make Tough, Flexible Molds in 1 Easy Application
MasterMold 12-3

- Brush on, build-up
- Reproduces exquisite details
- Ideal for vertical and overhead surfaces
- Conquers severe undercuts
- Use again and again
- Safe

Replicate capitals, moldings, finials, ceiling medallions, cabriole legs, ceramics, carvings, statues...

ABATRON, INC.
800-445-1754
5501 95th Ave., Dept. OH, Kenosha, WI 53144 USA

Whether or not you have a piano, this elegant yet functional swivel stool will accent any decor. Solid oak construction and brass claw feet highlight this easy to assemble kit. Overall height 40¾", overall width 13¾", overall depth 16¾".

Call or write for a FREE 288 page catalog.

OH-S6225 High back stool kit ..... $119.95

Order Toll Free 1-800-558-1234
VAN DYKE’S RESTORERS
Dept. 60148, P O Box 278 • Woonsocket, SD 57385

Hand embroidered and stencilled pillows, curtains, table linens & bedspreads. Also embroidery kits and yardage. Catalog including swatches, $8, or free brochure.

5427 Telegraph Avenue, #W2
Oakland, California 94609
Workshop open by appointment.
Telephone 510-654-1645
Questions on the nuts and bolts of restoration? Learn from the old-house experts.

For 25 years, OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL has been the only publication devoted exclusively to the restoration, maintenance, and decoration of pre-1939 houses. Our plainly written articles show you practical and economical ways to turn that old house “with a lot of potential” into the house of your dreams. • OHJ is written and edited by people who have restored old houses themselves. We’ve learned how to balance history with convenience, lasting quality with a budget. Our first-hand articles explain the do-it-yourself procedures that assure good workmanship while they save you money. OHJ also features articles about landscaping, and the history of various house styles. • Over the years, our readership demand has actually been able to persuade manufacturers to reintroduce such long-neglected items as push-button light switches and Lincrusta-Walton wallcovering. • We think you’ll be delighted and fascinated by our unique publication. Subscriptions to OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL are $27 per year. For convenience, use the postpaid order card opposite. Or call 1-800-234-3797 and charge to MC or VISA.

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO RESTORATION FOR 25 YEARS

Restore, Finish, and Enjoy Your Old House.
Find it here

The editors have compiled this section to give you more information about products and services, including order numbers and catalog prices, mentioned in this issue. Objects not listed are generally available, or are family pieces or antiques.

**Furnishings**
pp. 13-20
p. 13 Carol Mead Design, 434 Deerfield Road, Pomfret Center, CT 06259, (860) 967-1927.
pp. 16-17 For a catalog of James Becker's furniture call (802) 295-7004. Chris Backvoor does restoration work for the Shaker Community at Sabbathday Lake. Catalogs of his work are available for $5 at P.O. Box 14, New Gloucester, ME 04260. His book, The Shaker Legacy—Perspectives on an Enduring Furniture Style, will be published by Taunton Press in October. Call the Kennebec Company for a portfolio for $10 at (207) 443-2131.

**Essay**
p. 22-27

**Black Beauties**
pp. 28-32
p. 28 Chateau-sur-Mer, circa 1860, is a house museum in Newport, Rhode Island. For information call (401) 847-1000. p. 29 The Maple Herter Brothers Cabinet can be seen at Sagamore Hill in Oyster Bay, New York. For information call (516) 922-8566. The bronzed Herter Brothers cabinet is on display at the High Museum of Art, 1280 Peachtree St. NE, Atlanta, Georgia. For information call (404) 773-HIGH. The Brooklyn Museum of Art is located at 200 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, NY. For information call (718) 638-5000. p. 30 The Park-McCullough House, North Bennington, Vermont is open daily from May through October. For information call (802) 447-5441. p. 32 The Strong Museum is located at 1 Manhattan Square in Rochester, New York. Call (716) 263-2700 for tour information.

**The House that John and Henry Built**
pp. 36-41
p. 36-37 Doric porch columns (not shown): Melton Classics, Inc. P. O. Box 46920 Lawreneecville, GA 30246 (770) 963-3060. All paint finishes by Benjamin Moore & Company. p. 38 & 41 Flooring: Southern Heart Pine, Carlisle Restoration Lumber HCR #2, Box 536C, Stoddard, NH 03274. (800) 959-WOOD. p. 39 Portrait artist: Numadulad Forest Road, Hancock, NH 03449 (603) 525-4668. p. 41 Kitchen cabinets, custom designed and built by Robert S. Huntley, Fairfield Road, Hancock, NH 03449 (603) 525-4034. Welsh cupboard: Donald A. Dunlap, Cabinetmaker, Goodell Road, Antrim, NH 03440 (603) 988-6721. Braided rug: L.L. Bean, Freeport, ME 04033. (800) 221-4221. English farmhouse table & chairs imported by Windwood Antiques, Main Street, P.O. Box 750, Blowing Rock, NC 28605 (704) 295-9260. New Hampshire Historical Society, 30 Park Street, Concord, NH 03303 (603) 225-3381. Website: www.nhhistory.org.

**Sabbathday Lake**
p. 42-47
The Shaker Museum is open from Memorial Day to Columbus Day, Monday through Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Appointments are preferred for the Shaker Library Research Center. A variety of organic-grown: herbal herbs are sold through the museum store. Herbal teas, Shaker Rose Water, potpourri, fir balsam pillows, yarns, and a collection of books about the Shakers are also available. Purchases can be made on-line at www.shaker.lib.me.us, or call (207) 926-4597.

**The Shaker Influence**
p. 48-51
Hancock Shaker Village is at the junction of routes 20 & 81 in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. Brochures and tour information (800) 817-1137, or visit their website at www.hancockshakervillage.org.

**Bathrooms As They Were**
p. 52-59
3 x 6 Candy Tiles, made in England, can be purchased from Tile Showcase. Call (800) 852-0922. Catalogs available.

**West Coast Arts & Crafts**
p. 60-65

**Shelburne Farms**
pp. 66-75
Judith Tankard’s most recent book is The Gardens of Ella Bulloch, Shipman, published by Sagapress, Inc. ISBN 0-983103-31-3 ($39.95). Call Timber Press at (800) 327-5680. Shelburne Farms, a 1,400-acre working farm, offers walking trails, a children’s farmyard, and guided tours. Call (802) 985-8686. The Inn and Restaurant at Shelburne Farms is open from mid-May to mid-October. For reservation information call (802) 985-8498.

**From Papier-Mâché to Parian Ware**
p. 76-80

**Faux Tile, Cracked**
p. 82-86
Courses are offered at the Pierre Finkelstein Institute of Decorative Painting, 175 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2162, New York, NY 10010. For registration information call 1-888-FAUXART or access their website at www.pfinkelstein.com. In addition to The Art of Faux ($45), Pierre Finkelstein is the author of Recipes for Surfaces ($20), another how-to book on decorative painting published by Simon & Schuster. Both books can be purchased through the Old-House Bookshop by calling (800) 931-2931.

**At Home With The Past**
p. 88-92
Steve Gross and Susan Daley's previous book, Old Houses can be purchased through the Old-House Bookshop ($27.50) by calling (800) 931-2931.

**Oldest Houses**
p. 98-104
The Gonzalez-Alvarez House is located at 14 St. Francis Street, St. Augustine, FL 32084. The Ursuline Convent, 1112 Chartres Street, New Orleans, LA 70116-2596 offers guided tours Tuesday through Friday. Restored assembly room available for meetings and conventions. Call (504) 529-3040. Photographer Hubert Lowman has created a photographic chronicle of 21 California Missions. The Old Spanish Missions of California can be purchased for $10 plus shipping by contacting Twice Told Tales (805) 462-9423. The Russian Bishop's House is located at Lincoln Street in Seta, AK. Call (907) 747-6281 or write to Sitka National Historic Park, Box 738, Sitka, AK 99835.
Screen Scenes

Custom Designed Functional Art

These one-of-a-kind redwood screen doors are designed and handcrafted individually to please the taste of the home owner. Scenic, artistic designs, and traditional doors—limited only by your imagination.

For more information and photos, please send $5 to:
Screen Scenes, P.O. Box 3625
Quincy, California 95971

CROWNPOINT CABINERY
153 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 Claremont, NH • 03743
Phone: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.

Cumberland Woodcraft Co., Inc.
PO: Drawer 609, Carlisle, PA 17013 • DEPT. 203
Tel: (717) 243-0963 • E-Mail Address: cwc@pa.net
Internet Web Site: http://www.pa.net/cwc

• Fretwork gingerbread and lots more for interior and exterior use; most complete line available.
• 19th Century designs from the world’s leading manufacturer.
• Save with factory-to-you pricing.
Send $5.00 for full color, 56-page product and design idea catalog.

Gerald Lee Morosco Architects, P.C.
50 South 15th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203 • 412/431-4347
California

Connecticut

Delaware
Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library, Wilmington. (800) 448-3883. September 5-6: Craft Festival.

District of Columbia

Georgia

Illinois

Maine

Massachusetts

Mississippi

New Hampshire
Jackson House, Portsmouth. (603) 436-3205. September 26: Jackson Hill Cider Day.

New Jersey
The Eastside Neighborhood Association, Paterson. (973) 492-9139. September 6: 1st Annual House Tour.

New York

North Carolina

Pennsylvania

South Carolina
Historic Beaufort Foundation. (843) 524-6334. October 16-25: Fall Festival of Houses & History.

Virginia

Wisconsin

brigger Furniture
Made To Fit YOUR Body
Call for a free catalog or visit us at www.klein design.com
(800) 451-7247
99 Sadler St. Gloucester MA 01930
Circle no. 131
Feast for the Eyes

Tilt-out storage bins.
Apothecary drawers.
Wainscoting panels.
Handsome Shaker styling.
Quality handcrafted workmanship.

A feast for the eyes, all from your friends at Crown Point Cabinetry.

Crown Point Cabinetry
Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.

535 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 Claremont, NH • 03743
Phone: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

CIRCLE NO. 140

The Aquetong Chandelier
Eight gracefully curved arms on this chandelier provide elegant lighting in any home. The arms are of two lengths to create a two-tier effect. The wires are cleverly concealed in baluster tubing in both arms and中心. A specially designed canopy is included to complete this traditional design.
Approx. 28" W x 20" H $375.00 (Item 5281)

MUSEUM QUALITY HARDWARE CRAFTED BY J.G. BECK
TRADITIONAL WROUGHT IRON DESIGNS
Send $4.00 for our full line catalog.

IRON APPLE FORGE
Routes 263 & 413
P.O. Box 724
Buckingham, PA 18912
PHONE/FAX (215) 794-7351

CIRCLE NO. 571

DO THEY USING PLASTIC SHOWER CURTAINS WHEN YOUR HOUSE WAS BUILT?

Don't think so. Be authentic and environmentally correct with our tightly woven 100% cotton duck shower curtain. It keeps water in the tub (no liner necessary) and it's machine washable. 6' x 6' White Shower Curtain with Brass Grommets Try our Mildew Stain Away — 32 oz. for $12.95
Aluminum Shower Curtain Hooks — only $14.95/dozen

Send your check to:
Atlantic earthworks
21 Winters Lane • Catonsville, MD 21228
To use VISA/MC/DISCOVER, call (800)323-2817

CIRCLE NO. 593

Overcoming History

History no longer determines where you'll find 18th c. Connecticut Valley architecture. You do. Working with us, you can have an authentically detailed interior, or complete period home, wherever you choose to live.

We will provide full design and building services and produce a custom-crafted building package - a package that includes every defining architectural feature, from fine cabinetry and millwork to cylinder glass windows and proper rose-head nails. We've been absorbed in the details of period architecture for 30 years. We'll take care of every detail for you. Wherever you choose.

Sunderland Period Homes
Restorations - New Construction - Period Rooms & Kitchens
T: 860-528-6608  F: 860-528-2928

CIRCLE NO. 848
See for yourself what our customers are so excited about. Call or write for our introductory brochure featuring the finest Arts & Crafts style reproductions available. Inside you’ll find stencils, pillows, flatware, lamps, china and more, handcrafted by the most skilled artisans working today. Whether you need a single outstanding accessory, or are creating a complete interior, Fair Oak Workshops has what you’ve been looking for.

FAIR OAK WORKSHOPS
PO BOX 5578
RIVER FOREST IL 60305
800 341 0597
Circle no. 767

SCHWERD’S
Quality Wood Columns
since 1860

A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

#130 ATTIC BASE
Our complete aluminum bases are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for exterior columns for a seamless base that will last a lifetime. The aluminum plinths are ventilated for air circulation through the column shaft. Complete aluminum bases are available in three architecturally-correct styles for even diameter columns from 8" to 30".

Call or write for our free catalog

A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHI • Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262

**SCHWERD'S Quqlity Wood Columns since 1860**

A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

#130 ATTIC BASE
Our complete aluminum bases are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for exterior columns for a seamless base that will last a lifetime. The aluminum plinths are ventilated for air circulation through the column shaft. Complete aluminum bases are available in three architecturally-correct styles for even diameter columns from 8" to 30".

Call or write for our free catalog

A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHI • Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262

**SCHWERD'S Quality Wood Columns since 1860**

A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

#130 ATTIC BASE
Our complete aluminum bases are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for exterior columns for a seamless base that will last a lifetime. The aluminum plinths are ventilated for air circulation through the column shaft. Complete aluminum bases are available in three architecturally-correct styles for even diameter columns from 8" to 30".

Call or write for our free catalog

A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHI • Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262
Restored Antique Lighting

A premier collection of Victorian chandeliers, wall sconces and other lighting from 1850 to 1930.

Send $4.00 for our unique catalog showing a fine selection from our current inventory. Our lighting fixtures are not reproductions.

GASLIGHT TIME
5 Plaza Street, Dept. OHIFAL98
Brooklyn, New York 11217
Phone: (718) 789-7185 Fax: (718) 789-6185

Circle no. 698

Breath of Fresh Air

Handcrafted workmanship.

Genuine Old Fashioned Milk Paint.

Old Cupboard doors.

Early American styling at its finest.

A breath of fresh air, from your friends at Crown Point Cabinetry.

153 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 • Claremont, NH • 03743
Ph: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

TRUSTWORTH STUDIOS

PO 1109 • PLYMOUTH

MASSACHUSETTS • 02362

ART NEEDLEWORK

508.746.1847

FAX NO. 508.746.1847

BROCHURE AVAILABLE

NEEDLEWORK KITS DERIVED FROM DESIGNS OF GRAVYSEY

Circle no. 65

The Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities presents the Historic New England collection of furniture by Southwood...featuring reproductions of treasures from around the world.

SOUTHWOOD
FURNITURE CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 2245 • HICKORY NC 28603 • 828-465-1776

Circle no. 144

113 FAL L 1 9 9 8
SEND AWAY

To request information or brochures from our advertisers, fill out this card, circle the appropriate advertiser number(s), and put it in an envelope with your check or money order, including the $3 processing fee, payable to OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS and mail it to the address on the reverse side of this card.

PLEASE SEND ME the items circled below.
I understand the information will come directly from the Advertiser(s).

| 1. | Free | 41. | $10.25 | 84. | $10.25 | 131. | Free | 219. | $2.25 | 561. | $6.25 | 761. | $5.25 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 4. | $5.25 | 42. | Free | 86. | Free | 134. | Free | 245. | $30.25 | 571. | $4.25 | 766. | $15.25 |
| 8. | $3.25 | 44. | $4.75 | 88. | Free | 135. | Free | 294. | $10.25 | 576. | $5.25 | 767. | $5.25 |
| 20. | $1.25 | 68. | $5.25 | 123. | $5.25 | 140. | Free | 470. | $8.00 | 698. | $4.25 | 781. | $1.25 |
| 21. | $3.25 | 72. | $5.25 | 127. | $8.25 | 142. | Free | 492. | $10.25 | 707. | $1.25 | 782. | Free |
| 22. | $2.25 | 76. | Free | 128. | $3.25 | 143. | Free | 517. | Free | 708. | $8.25 | 784. | $10.25 |

Please turn this card over to fill in your name and address.
Also total up your order and be sure to add in the $3 processing fee.

VALID THROUGH NOVEMBER 30, 1998
NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Subtotal

Processing fee $3

TOTAL enclosed

MAIL TO:

SEND AWAY

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS

2 MAIN STREET, GLOUCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01930
INDUSTRIAL METALURGICA VIOLA s.1. pg. 83 897
Classic Brass Hardware & Bross Drapery Hooks—Solid brass decorative hardware for furniture, clocks, framing and craft markets. Catalog and postage, $18.25.

IRON APPLE FORGE pg. 111 571
Traditional wrought ironwork—Specialists in Colonial period lighting. Offering museum-quality reproductions and custom designs. 38-page catalog, $4.25.

IRON SHOP THE pg. 120 545
Spiral Stairs—All components, except handrail, are solid castings of high-strength aluminum alloy. Free color brochure.

J.HILLANTIQUES pg. 24 938

J.L. POWELL & COMPANY, INC. pg. 105 631
Heart Pine Flooring—Antique heart pine flooring, doors, mantels, mouldings, stair parts, cabinets, and lumber. Literature and samples, $5.25.

J.P. WEAVER COMPANY pg. 21 451
Composition Ornaments—These flexible, self-bonding superior quality ornaments will not shrink or crack. Catalog, $8.25.

J.R. BURROWS & COMPANY pg. 80 22
Nottingham Lace Curtains—Real Victorian lace, woven on 19th-century machinery, using original designs. Catalog, $2.25. www.burrows.com

JACK'S COUNTRY STORE pg. 116 138
Genuine Agedon Lamps—Complete line of famous incandescent mantle lamps including many limited-edition items. Color catalog, $5.25.

JAX ARTS & CRAFTS RUGS pg. 117 846
Unique Arts & Crafts Carpets—Inventory of the finest hand-selected Dongola and Voysey design carpets. Free literature.

JEFFREY COURT, INC. pg. 85 136

JOHNSON USA pg. 102 845
Minton Hollins Ceramic Tiles—Glazed ceramic wall and fireplace tiles in plain transparent glazes. Free literature.

KENNEBEC COMPANY, THE pg. 34 492
Cabinetry—The finest in custom design services & period inspired cabinetry, from Early American to Arts & Crafts. $15.25.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY pg. 121 334
Chandeliers & Sconces—Original designs of all crystal, using genuine Strass. Solid brass and Venetian crystal reproductions of Victorian gas styles (wire). Catalog, $5.25. www.chandelierworld.com

L.B.J. STICKLEY inside front cover 777
18th-Century Furniture—Manufacturing solid cherry and mahogany traditional furniture. Catalog, $10.25. www.stickley.com

M.T. MAXWELL FURNITURE CO. pg. 119 883
Timeless Furniture—(Made by Hand!) Premium solid cherry furniture. Literature, $5.25.

MAC THE ANTIQUE PLUMBER pg. 120 110
Bathroom Fixtures—Antique and reproduction plumbing, tubs, porcelain faucets and handles, pedestal sinks, high-tank toilets. 96-page color catalog, $6.25.

MACK & RODEL CABINETMAKERS pg. 119 766
Arts & Crafts Furniture—Original designs are influenced by Frank Lloyd Wright, Charles Rennie Mackintosh. Literature, $15.25.

METRO LIGHTING & CRAFTS pg. 103 88
Lighting Fixtures & Lamps—Handcrafted Arts & Crafts and Art Nouveau style fixtures, sconces, chandeliers & table lamps. Free Catalog. www.metrolightings.com

MICA LAMP COMPANY pg. 83 779
Arts & Crafts Lamps—Hand-crafted copper and mica mineral lamps. Mica shade panels are the same natural materials used by the Arts and Crafts master lamp makers. New large color catalog, $6.50.

MICHAEL ASHFOrd LIGHTING pg. 92 707

MICHAEL FITZSIMMONS DECORATIVE ARTS pg. 112 767
Arts & Crafts Furniture—Furniture, lighting, metalwork, paintings, textiles, and ceramics of the American Arts and Crafts movement. Literature, $5.25.

MIDWEST ARCHITECTURAL WOOD PRODUCTS pg. 93 16
Wood Sash—Any size and shape: divided light, round top, curved, double-hung, fixed, casement, or storm sash. Illustrated brochure, $2.75.

MILTON SALAS CABINETMAKER pg. 119 135
Furnishings—Limited production original designs and contract custom work. Traditional bench made pieces understated and refined. Free Literature.

NATURE'S LOOM pg. 33 80
Arts & Crafts Area Rugs—A handmade area rug collection integrating authentic Arts & Crafts design.

NEW BUCKINGHAM DECORATIVE HARDWARE pg. 85 910

OLD HICKORY FURNITURE pg. 117 833
Classic Hand-crafted Hickory Furniture—Available through selected retail stores and designers. Literature, $15.25. www.oldhickory.com

OMEGA TOO pg. 103 781
Home & Garden—Antique and reproduction lighting, plumbing, stained glass, old/new doors, wrought iron and garden ornaments. Door brochure, $1.25.

ORIGINA1 CAST LIGHTING pg. 95 219
Lighting Reproductions—Classically designed energy-efficient lighting with the introduction of its ADA sconces. Catalog, $2.25. www.theOCL.com

PAUL DOWNS CABINETMAKERS pg. 116 127
Furniture—Comfortable chairs, easy opening tables with self-storing leaves. Offering flexibility in design so you get exactly what you want. $8.25 catalog.

REGGIO REGISTER COMPANY pg. 121 659
Grilles & Registers—Complete line of elegant cast-brass and traditional cast-iron decorative grilles and registers. Color catalog, $1.25. www.reggiorегистers.com/—reggio/

REJUVENATION LAMP & FIXTURE back cover 10

RENOVATOR'S SUPPLY pg. 101 538
Fixtures & Accessories—Bathroom fixtures and accessories such as door, window, and cabinet hardware. Lighting fixtures. Free catalog.

ROY ELECTRIC COMPANY pg. 96 11
Victorian and Turn-of-the-Century Lighting—Creating fine period lighting of the 19th and 20th centuries.

Sawbridge Studios pg. 9 832
Made exclusively in our studio by craftsmen from around the country. Free literature.

SHERWED MANUFACTURING pg. 112 1
Traditional Wood Columns—From 4” to 50” diameter, up to 35’ long. Matching pilasters and 6 styles of capitals. Custom work done. Free catalog.

SCREEN SCENES pg. 109 123
Original Designs—Complement the architecture of your home or create a dramatic focal point. Hand-crafted and made to order. Brochure and photos, $5.25.

SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS CO, INC pg. 91 134
Slate—Custom slate sinks, countertops, varieties & custom slate structural work. Free literature.

SNELLING'S THERM0-VAC, INC pg. 105 788
Decorative Ceiling Tiles—Polymer ceiling tiles resemble tin ceilings. Tiles are made for nail-up or suspended grid systems. Free literature.

SOUTHAMPTON ANTIQUES pg. 89 209

SOUTHWOOD FURNITURE pg. 113 144
Upholstery—Finest quality 18th-century reproductions & transitional upholstery & casegoods available on the market today. $15.25 catalog.

STELLA SHOW MANAGEMENT CO pg. 111 140
Decorative Arts & Textiles Antiques Show—Vintage textiles, antique furniture & furnishings. September 25, 26, 27 in NYC. Free brochure.

STRATFORD FINANCIAL SERVICES pg. 83 119

SUNDERLAND PERIOD HOMES pg. 111 848
Millwork & Homes—Designs and constructs authentically detailed homes and millwork from colonial period. Restoration/consultation services. Catalog, $8.25.

SUSAN HEBERT IMPORTS pg. 117 84
Hand-hammered Copper—Hand-crafted copper, over 200 items: vases, bowls, boxes, trays, plaques, bookends, picture frames. Illustrated catalog $10.25, applied toward purchase.

THOS. MOSER CABINETMAKERS pg. 97 72
Furniture—Shaker, Arts & Crafts and other 19th century forms have been given new relevance through our efforts. Catalog, $5.25. www.thosmoser.com

TILE RESTORATION CENTER pg. 101 784

TILE SHOWCASE pg. 112 773
Tile—Ceramic tile, terra cotta, and natural stone products. The range lines from handpainted wall tiles to rustic stone pavers. Free catalog.

TRUSTWORTH STUDIOS pg. 113 65

TURNCRAFT ARCHITECTURAL pg. 86 48
Columns—Full line column manufacturer architectural columns in hard and softwood. Free literature.

Free 32-page catalog. www.westfieldnj.com/roy

FALL 1998
Furniture should do a lot more than look good. That's why we make furniture that performs in real life. Comfortable chairs. Polyurethane finishes. Easy opening tables with self storing leaves. How do we do it? By asking the questions that tell us exactly what you need. By answering your questions about construction, woods, and finishes. By offering flexibility in design so that you get precisely what you want. Call us to discuss a design that fits everything about you. Including your budget.

PAUL DOWNS
CABINETMAKERS

161 Rock Hill Road
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

For more information call 610 664 9902.
Serving the Eastern Seaboard

Lemonade Chair in cherry: $455
Gladwayne Table in Cherry & Sapele: $2850
Choice of woods, sizes, and options

Aladdin - FENTON

Burmese GRAND VERTIQUE LAMP

KEROSENE & ELECTRIC
Aladdin incandescent burner and an electric converter
Only 750 made - Signed - Hand painted & signed

$699 PREPAID
UPS shipping in the continental U.S.

Current, full-color Aladdin lamp catalog. Burmese Grand Vertique brochure, and Aladdin parts & accessories catalog on sale: $3. set

JACK'S COUNTRY STORE
Open 7 Days a Week • Box 710 • Ocean Park, WA 98640
Inquiries toll free (888) 665-4989, 8am-8pm Pacific time
Fax 24 hrs: (360) 665-4989 • Visa, Mastercard, Discover

UNITED CRAFTS pg 90
Handmade Linens—Placemats, napkins, pillows, and table scarves from the American Arts & Crafts period. Portfolio, $10.25. www.ucrafts.com

UNIVERSITY OF PENN. PRESS pg 34

URBAN ARTIFACTS pg 90
Furniture—Offers antique carved wood and marble mantels and American furniture. Catalog, $8.00.

VICTORIAN COLLECTIBLES pg 25

VICTORIAN LIGHTING WORKS pg 26
Lighting Fixtures—Lighting Fixtures. Reproduction Victorian and turn of the century, electric and gas, chandeliers and wall brackets. Catalog, $5.25.

VISTA WINDOW FILM pg 3
Reduce Fading and Glare—Window film rejects up to 65% of the sun’s heat and 95% of damaging ultraviolet rays. Free literature.

W.F. NORMAN CORPORATION pg 118
Tin Ceilings—Producing richly ornamented metal ceilings in turn-of-the-century patterns using original dies. Catalog, $3.25.

YESTERTEC DESIGN COMPANY pg 103

YIELD HOUSE pg 105
American Country-Style Furniture—Shaker, traditional, and oak tables and cabinets. Free catalog.

Make An Old Room Look New!
FREE COLOR CATALOG
1-800-876-6123
Ask for Dept. 3718

Hundreds of ready-made curtain styles, fabrics and colors to choose from... plus a great selection of custom shades and blinds! Shop at home at your leisure... and enjoy the convenience of buying by mail or phone. Money-back guarantee of satisfaction!

COUNTRY CURTAINS*
Dept. 3718, Stockbridge, MA 01262

Circle no. 127
Circle no. 138

Circle no. 42
Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W. F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038
Fax: 417-667-2708

Circle no. 128
FI'RE BACKS
The classic way to protect your fireplace
A beautiful, hand-cast Country Iron Foundry Fireback will protect the back wall of your fireplace from dangerous and costly heat damage, while radiating more heat into your home.

Our catalog, containing 35 antique and contemporary designs, is available for $3.00 (refundable with purchase).

Dept. HJ98, 800 Laurel Oak Drive, Ste. 300
Naples, FL 34108  TEL: (941) 513-1400

Installations Video Features
The Fireback Comes Included with all Metal Style Firebacks

Only $425
For 36" Diameter 11 Floor Kit E.O.K.
Booamll, PA

*Diarneters 36" to 70"
* Kits or Welded Units

Only $1575
For 48" Diameter 11 Floor Kit E.O.K.
Booamll, PA

*Diarneters 48" to 60"
* All Oak Construction

Only $3300
For 48" Diameter 11 Floor Kit E.O.K.
Booamll, PA

*Diarneters 48" to 60"
* Weight Saving Cast Aluminum

Call for the FREE 32 page color catalog
1-800-523-7427 Ext. HJ98
or visit our Web Site at http://www.theironshop.com

The Leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits™
THE IRON SHOP®

Made in the U.S.A.
Ball and Ball Quality Reproduction
Fireplace Accessories

Ball AND Ball manufactures reproduction fenders, fireplace tools, tool stands, jamb hooks, and andirons in several styles that will coordinate well with your original collectibles. Call for our 108-page catalog, available for $7.00 (catalog cost refunded on first order).

463 W. Lincoln Highway, Exton, PA 19341
Phone: 610-963-7330 • Fax: 610-963-7639 • Orders: 1-800-257-3711

Circle no. 18
The 1748 Van Cortland House in the Bronx was home to a prominent New York family descended from Dutch traders who settled here in the early 17th century. The focal point of a prosperous grain plantation and milling operation, its furnishings include Baroque pieces from the 17th century, as well as representatives of the William and Mary, Queen Anne, Chippendale, and Neoclassical styles. Both English and Dutch decorative traditions are represented, as befits the family's and the area's heritage.

General George Washington twice used Van Cortland House as his headquarters: once at the beginning of the Revolutionary War in 1776, and again at war's end in 1783. The years between saw British and American troops move back and forth through the property. Afterwards, Augustus and Catherine Van Cortland and their two daughters went back to the business of living family life in the great stone Georgian house.

Operated by the National Society of Colonial Dames in the State of New York, it underwent an extensive restoration between 1933 and 1937. Architectural historian Norman Isham installed interior shutters, paneling, and hearths that had been reconfigured for stoves during the 19th century.

The Van Cortland House is open to the public Tuesdays through Sundays, and is accessible via public transportation. For more information, call (718) 543-3344.
“There Are Two Ways Of Spreading Light: To Be The Candle Or The Mirror That Reflects It.”

Edith Newbold Jones Wharton

Reflect your style with authentic reproduction lighting, handcrafted in the same manner and of the same materials as the originals. Over 260 chandeliers, wall brackets, porch lights and lamps including Victorian, Arts & Crafts and Neoclassic styles. Request our FREE 76-page catalogue.

Rejuvenation
Lamp & Fixture Co.
1100 S.E. Grand Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97214
Toll-free: 1-888-3-GETLIT (888-343-8548) • Toll-free fax: 1-800-LAMPPAX (526-7329) • www.rejuvenation.com

Circle no. 10